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Foreshadowing of the Catastrophe in SChiller's Dramas

Introduction
A. Schillerh Indebtedness to Lessing.

" But again, tragedy is an lmi tation not only of
complete action, but of events terrlble and pitlful. Such
an effect is best produced when the events come on us by
surprise."

*
From the varylng 1nterpretations of thls

statement made by Arlstotle arose a controversy between
Lessing and Voltaire as to the relative value of surprising the spectators or preparing them for the trend of
events in the drama. Voltalre claimed Aristotle's sanction
for the use of surprise as the chief element of interest.
The question of the des1rabillty of surprise 1s lnvolved
ln the use of dramatlc foreshadowing. To Schlller however,
Lessing's statements 1n the 48th chapter of the "Hamburg-

*Aristotle' s Theory of Poetr y and Fine Art . Translat i on by
S. H. Butcher, 3rd edition . London , .':ac!Ullan Co . ili ' t ' d . N. Y.
1902 . P. 39 .
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1ache Dramaturg1e" were conclusive and 1t 1s upon Less1ng's

author1ty that Sch11ler based h1s use of foreshadowing.
Less1ng advanced the v1ew that 1nterest 1n the
catastrophe would not be d1m1n1shed, but would rather be
strengthened 1f the outcome were foreseen by the spectator.
In th1s v1ew he followed the op1nion of Diderot. The
latter cr1tic had made the assertion that he considered 1t
feasible to construct a drama in wh1ch the 1nterest should
ar1se from the very ant1cipat1on of the catastrophe.*
Lessing pointed out the fallacy 1n the arguments of previous cr1t1cs who had cited Aristotle

to prove surpr1se

a des1rable qua11ty 1n a drama, wh11e the very dramas to
wh1ch Ar1stotle referred them as models oarefully apprised
the spectators of the catastrophe by means of a prologue.
I'

In "Emilia

Galotti'~hich

may be considered as an

embodiment of the pr1nciples set forth in the "Dramaturgie:
there is a conscious anticipation of the catastrophe for
the benefit of the spectators. This tendency continued
throughout the German classio drama and until the revolu·
t10nary pr1nciples of the natura11sts went 1nto effeot in
*Oeuvres completes de Diderot, T.IV, Belles Lettres T.VII.
Par J. Assezat P~rls gam1er Freres, Libra1res, Editeurs 6.
Rue des Saints-pere~.1875. " Je suis si loin de penser,
avec la plupart de ceux qu1 ont ecr1t de l'art dramatique,
qu'il faille derober au spectateur 1e denoGment, que je ne
cro1ra1s pas me proposer une t~che fort a~desBU4 de mes
forces s1 j'entreprena1s une drame
1e denoUment sevait
annoncedes la premiere scene,et ou Je f erais sortir l'inter~t 1e plus violent de oette circonstance meme. Tout· ~olt
~tre clair pour le spectateur. Confident de chaque personnage,
instruit de ce qui s'est pass' et de ce qui se passe, i~'_a

u

3
the last quarter of the

nineteenth century.

B.Definition of Foreshadowing.
Any device by means of which the dramatist suggests
future events for the spectator is a part of the technique
of dramatic foreshadowing. Dramatic foreahadowing is used
to carry forward interest and is treated by Archer as a
part of the art of preparation. It 1s that device of the
dramat1st by which he anticipates for the aud1ence events
wh1ch are to occur later 1n the action.
If we treated foreshadowing in 1ts broadest sense,
therefore, we should have to say; first, that any event
in the later action may be foreshadowed, whether in the
next scene, in the next act or 1n the denouement; second,
that any means by wh1ch an anx10us anticipation of the
future is impressed upon the spectators is a means to
dramatic foreshadowing. But in the narrower applicat10n
of the term, as 1t 1s to be used in this paper, dramatic
foreshadow1ng w1ll be lim1ted to foreshadowing of the
catastrophe.

a

cent moments, ou lion n'a .' r1en de m1eux
,aire que
de lu1 declarer nettement cs qui se passera.

4
The question may be raised as to whether foreshadow·
ing is a part of the exposition. It differs from exposition,
in that exposition sets forth that information regarding
past and present circumstances which is necessary for the
comprehension of the drama; foreshadowing, on the other
hand, gives us an indication as to the outcome.
Foreshadowing is not necessarily a part of the plot.
The plot would be possible even if the spectators were kept
in absolute ignorance of the catastrophe until it was
actually upon them. It is simply a device for the benefit
of the spectator to enable him to feel beforehand the
catastrophe.

o.

Purposes of Foreshadowing.

Dramatic foreshadowing is used to awaken emotional
interest. By emphasizing that phase of an approaching event
the spectator is placed in the proper mood for the action
and receives it more readily.
A psychological reason may also be advanced for the
use of dramatic foreshadowing. SUrprises of any kind,

--~------------------------------~--------~ ~--
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pleasant or unpleasant require a short space of readjustment before the mind accustoms 3 itself to that which is
new and unfamiliar. The use of dramatic foreshadowing to

prevent surprise 1s of particular value in the drama because
of the restrictions of time imposed on this form of literature . The spectator cannot be allowed to waste time adjusting himself to great surprises. The "gentle reader" of a
novel may ponder over a passage at his pleasure/but the
spectator's attention must not be distracted even for an
instant from that which is taking place on the stage.
Dramatic foreshadowing also creates a subtle feeling
of connivance between spectator and author. If the spectator
is the confidante of every character upon the stage, he is
in possession of all the fragments of information concerning
the future. Through this combined knowledge he knows more
than anyone of them individual ly. He is in fact in

posses~

sion of almost all the information held by the author himself.
By thus conferring upon the spectators his own prerogatives,the playwright subtly flatters them and they feel

6

pleasantly their"godlike superiority" to the personages
of the drama who are playing blindly at cross purposes.
Particularly is this the case when the characters
themselves foreshadow events in such unintentionally ambiguous fashion that the audience. give to their words a
true but different interpretation from that which the
characters had in mind.

D.

~he

Scope of

~his

Examination.

It is the purpose of this study to examine the methods
and extent of foreshadowing which Schiller uses in his
nine completed dramas.As we cannot hope to cover the
whole field of dramatic foreshadowing but only to make the
beginning of such an examination, we will limit the scope
of the investigation to such foreshadowing as has a direct
or indirect bearing upon the outcome. This will exclude
that foreshadowing which is of most frequent occurrence,
namely the "transition foreshadowing~' known to the !?rench
as

"" "liaison des Scenes?,which prepares the way for the

next scene by announcing the arrival of each new character
... Wm. Archer, ---~.-::-- Playmaking, Ch.XII.P.203. II That
godlike superiority to the people of the mimic world
which we have recognized as the characteristic privilege
of the spectator."

7
upon the stage. Suoh foreshadowing occurs at the conclus~on
of practically every scene and is of no interest except as
it shows Schiller's adherence to a convention instituted by
Gottsched. We must also exclude foreshadowing of such action
as happens behind the scenes and is
or indirectly with the final outcome.

not connected directly
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I. Divisions of Foreshadowing.

Dramatic foreshadowing, as Schiller employs it,is
capable of division into, first, narrative foreshadowing,
which forecasts the outcome and arouses interest for it in
the spectator, and second, lyrical foreshadowing, which
creates atmosphere for the catastrophe and arouses emotion
in the spectator. There is frequently a combination of
narrative and lyrical foreshadowing in the same passage.

A. Foreshadowing by Soliloquy.

Schiller uses revelation and plotting to foreshadow
the outcome for the spectator. Both

velat ~ and plotting

are sometimes expressed in the form of the soliloquy. The
~bJect of the soliloquy in SChiller's dramas has been par.

tially treated by Prof. Adolph Busse*and reference made to
the soliloquy as a means of arousing interest in the catastrophe. A treatise by J.Adella ~rmann ,

n

The Soliloquy in

* Der Monolog in Schillers Trauerspielen- von Prof. Dr.
Adolph Busse an dem Normal College N.N.1912, Sept. Okt.
Zeitschrift fUr den deutschen Unterricht.-

Schi ller's Dramas", contains a division on the soliloquy
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as a means of foreshadowing events or of creating atmospher

for the following scenes . The varieties of foreshad-

owing soliloquies which Schiller uses to suggest the out come are the initial exposition soliloquy and the bridge
soliloquy . There are three initial exposition soliloquies
in which Schiller f oreshadows the catastrophe . Franz in
"Die Rguber" plots* against his brother Karl and all the
promises he makes to the audience in the Shakespearean
soliloquy** at the beginning of the drama are fulfilled .
I,t . "Da mtlsst' ich ein erb!trmlicher Stttmper sein,wenn
ich's nicht einmal so weit gebracht h!ttte , einen
Sohn vorn Herzen des Vaters loszul5sen und wenn er
mit ehernen Banden daran geklammert w~re . Ich habe
einen magischen Kreis von FIUchen urn dich gezogen,
den er nicht Uberspringen soll . *****Und Gram wird
auch den Alten bald fortschaffen-und ihr muss ich
auch diesen Karl aus dem Herzen reissen, wean auch
ihr halbes Leben dran h!tngen bleiben sollte . "
As Franz promises, Karl and his father are estranges,
the latter dies of grief, and Amalie and Karl are forever
separated.
In "Die Jungfrau von Orleans" Schiller uses the
initial exposition soliloquy, which foreshadows the catas*LeRoy Arnold; The Soliloquy in Shakespeare, A Study in
Technique . N.Y . Columbia Univ . Press 1911-Page71 .
"The villains and the minor characters who state their
intention to act have a better dramaturgic reason for
existence . The narrators might tell their stories to their
fellows; not so the plotters . ****In re ent years the depiction of plotting, modified by the r balistic movement
in letters, has not been dependent on the soliloquy . In
fact the disappearance of the melodramatic villain is coinCident with the waning of his monologue , "
** See footnote, P. tO .
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trophe by means of revelation . Johanna has received in a
dream the commands of the Virgin .
"**-l~*-l~*Errettung

bringen Frankreichs Heldens6hnen ,
Und Rheims befrein und deinen KBnig kr6nen ."
Prologue , 4 . 508 .

She has also received an intimation of her death, for she
bids farewell to the scenes of childhood forever .
"Lebt wohl,lhr Berge , ihr geliebten Triften,
Ihr traulich stillen Th~ler , lebet wohl !
Johanna wird nun nicht mehr auf euch wandeln ,
Johanna sagt euch ewig Lebewohl !
ProloguE. 4.466 .
The third exposition prologue which foreshadows the
outcome is tha t of Isabella in "Die Braut von Messina . "It
escapes the soliloquy form only by a technicality . lnterpreted in the spirit of the law, it may be listed in this
catagory . The out come of the play is foreshadowed by means
of a f a teful curse which , the audience feels , will inevi tably caus e the dovmfall of the house of :;.1essina. In spealcing of her sons Isabella says,
"Ihe habt sie unter euch in freud ' ger Kraft
Aufwachsen sehen, doch mit Ihnen vruchs
Aus unbekannt verh~ngnissvollen Samen
Auch ein unsel ' ger Bruderhass empor ,
Der Kindheit frohe Einigkelt zerreissenf
Und reifte furchtbar mit dem Ernst der J ahre . "I , 1.
P.9 •
Plotting soliloquies in the following ;
Schauspiele des Herzogs J . von Braunschweig. Deutsche
Dichter des 16ten Jahrhunderts . V, 14 .
Von elnem Edelmann
DesperatusA. 1. Sc . 2 . S. 112 .
Prodigus A. I . Sc . 4 . Sc . 114 .
Sc . 6. S . 115 .
A. I I 1. Sc . 2 .. S, , 25 •
Von einem ungerathenem Sohn .
Nero . A. IV . Sc . 4 .

~H}FroI!l

11;
As soon as the spectators hear the words"verhM.ngniss-

voll" and "Bruderhass" they look forward to the catastrophe
in which this foreshadowing is literally fulfilled. The two
brothers die because of their hatred and the inheritance of
passion from their ancestors vihioh constitutes their
destiny.
A soliloquy which links situations in a drama is
called a bridge soliloquy. Dramatists generally conoede that
there is danger of a lack of interest during 'the first aot.*
In order to bridge this critical interval Schiller

some~

times presents to his audience a point of interest even as
remote as the catastrophe . An instance of the latter case ift
the brief soliloquy of Don Carlos,
"Beweinenswerther Phillip,
Schon seh' ich deine Seele
Vom gift'gen Schlangenbiss des Argwohns bluten;
Dein unglUcksel'ger Vorwitz ttbereilt
Die fUrchterlichste der Entdeokungen,
Und rasen wirst du, wenn du sie gemacht." r. t .122.
whioh presents a picture of the monarch enraged by jealousy
and suggests the question as to how he will react to this
emotion, a question which is answered only in the last scene
that of the Inqui s ition.

*TIm. Archer, Playmaking, Boston, Small, Maynard and Co. t912
Chap. A,P.175."In general terms a bridge should be provided
between one act and another, along which the spectators mind
oannot but travel with eager anticipation.And this is parti~
ularly important or particularly apt to be neglected at the
end of the first act."
Hennequin's Art of Playwriting, Boston and N.Y. Houghton
¥ifflin and Co. Riverside Press, Cambridge 1890. P.t77.
, The conclusion of the act should be so arranged as to
leave the spectator in a state of strong suspense so as to
carry the audience over the intervenine period. They mu~t have
an eager desire to see the next act."
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In one other instance Schiller has bridged the whole
space, of the drama by a foreshadowing soliloquy in the
first act . The earliest indication which the audience

,

receives of Fieskes real character is also an indication
of the final outcome. Fiesko reveals his plans for freeing
the republic, when he exclaims, in speaking of Buurgognino,
" Fahr hin, edler Jttngling! Wenn diese Flammen
ins Vaterland schlagen, m8gen die Doria feste stehen!h,
1,8
The Countess Terzky's resolve to take her own life
.

,

...

rather than to suffer the humiliation of Wallenstein s
downfall is an instance of a bridge soliloquy between the
third act and the catastrophe.
tI Nein,
diesen Tag will ich nicht schau 'n!und k6nnt'
- Er selbst es auch ertragen, so zu sinken,
Ich trtlg's nicht, so gesunken ihn zu sehen. "
III,II, 1761.

There are two instances of soliloquies in the fourth
act of Wallenstein, which foreshadow the catastrophe . Buttlers intention of killing Wallenstein is suggested in his
'Words,
II Nimm dich in Acht!
Dich treibt der Wse Cfelst
- Der Rache"dass dlch Rache nicht verderbe· II IV,1,44}.

13.
,

Lelcester s sollloquy ln

11'1\1'

~arla

Stuart

II

foreshadow~ -

hls selflsh rescue of h1mself at the expense of Mortimers
life. In the soliloqu1es which occur during the fourth and
fifth acts the lyric element predominates. Sch1ller intends
to create trag1c atmosphere by means of these outpourings
of the inner self rather

th~~

to convey necessary informa*

t l on.

B.Foreshadowing by flotting

Throu,Bh the plotting and scheming f.,lements ln the drama
we sometimes recelve intimations of the outcome. For 1n~
stance in Fiesko ,the two P?trlbts Bourgogn1no and Verr1na
plot the herOs death.
" Ve r r1na- F1esko muss sterben!
- Bourgognlno· Sterben! Flesko~
Verri~- Sterben!- Ich danke dir ,Gott!Es 1st
heraus. F1esko sterben , Sohn~ sterben
durch mlch!"
.- III,q.
~

Other details of the catastrophe are foreshadowed in the
same way. Flesko, Bourgogn1no, Sacco and Calcagno meet
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together and discuss plans for the death of the Dorias,
which are carr ied out in the denouement . By solemn oath
they emphasize their resolve that Bertha shall remain in
captivity until the Dorias' power has been destroyed . I.12 .
Because of the solemnity and fervor of these oaths we believe in their ability to carry out their plans . Scattered
throughout the play are other foreshadowings of the outcome by plotting. When the conspirators meet to perfect
the plans for the rebellion, Fiesko asks,
"Wer soIl fallen?
Bourgognino(indem er sich Uber Fieskos
bedeutend). Die Tyrannen . " III . 5.

Sessel lehnt,

Only Verrina and the audience understand that among the
tyrants he includes Fiesko . This is then a significant
foreshadowine of the catastrophe . Later the time of Fies ko's death is foreshadowed .
"Bourgognino . Aber wann solI Fiesko sterben?
Verrina . Wann Genua frei ist, stirbt Fiesko . "
The whole scene of the catastrophe is laid before us'
in the definite plans which are outlined by the conspirators . Owing to the multiplication of

details , t~e

impression

15
here is that Schiller"forestalled rather than foreahadowed ll

*

and the effect becomes monotonous. Not only the time of

Fiesko' s death, bUt also that of Gianettino Dor1a is fore w
~r

shadowed.
" Zibo - Dein itame steht auch da, Bourgognino •
.-Bourgognino- Und 1'l.och heute, so Gott will, auf
Borias Gurgel."

. IV. 6.

In Don Oarlos it is the plott1ng of Marquis Posa
and the Infant thro'which the denouement is foreshadowed.
The final interview between Carlos and the queen which
forms a part of the catastrophe is one which the spectators
anticipate with the keenest interest and the suspense is
heightened by its pospo~memt until the end of the drama.
"Posa. Es ist richtig, du wirst sie sprechen.**
Zwei Worte von der K15n1gin, und morgen-··Werd' ich erfahren, wo und wie"

IV,5,3582.

Carlos begs the Princess Ebol1 for an interview with his

I~

QUeen Mother,
'Oarlos. Lass mich- auf meinen Knien
Beschw6r ich dich- lass mich, zwe1 Worte
Lass mich mit meiner Mutter sprechen."

IV, 15 # 409 8 •

*

Wm. Archer. Playmaking, A Manual of Craftsmanship. P.185.
tIlt fulfills one of the great ends of craft smarish1p ,la
foreshadowing without forestalling
an intensely inter11
esting conjuncture of affairs.
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Marquis Posa's dying words direct our attention agaln to-~
ward this flnal scene.

"--------------------- Deine Mutter
- Welss alles· lch kann nlcht mehr." V,',47,4.
- '"'"' .... -A fourth mention of the scene ls that made by Mercado,
"Mercado.

Dle K~nlgin wttnscht sehr .
Sle heute noch zu sprech~n.. wichtlge
Gesch~fte-----"
.
V,6,4886.

I

In these four references may be seen the beglnnlng of
Schiller's skill ln suggesting the denouement by repetltion
ln varied forms for the purpose of emphasls.
SChiller foreshadows the deaths of Illo, Terzky and
Wallenstein thro'the plotting of Buttler and Gordon.
H

~

,

Buttler. Er (Wallenstein) darf nicht leben.
Gordon • Ihr - verm~chtet es!
Buttler. Ihr od0r lch. Er sah den letzten Morgen.
Gordon. Ermorden.:. wollt ihr ihn ?
Buttler. Das 1st mein Vorsatz.
Auch dleser 1110, dieser Terzky d~fen
Nicht leben, wenn der Herzog f!llt.
Auch sollen sie im Tod ihm glelch voran. "

IV. 6. 2e~8

In "Maria Stuart" it is Elizabeth and Burlelgh who

by plotting foreshadow for us the catastrophe 1 and it is the
latter who receives and executes the order for Maria's
death.

17
The use of conspiracy to foreshadow the outcome

~

occurs again in"Wilhelm Tell" in the Rtltli scene when Ftlrltt
and Stauffacher speak of the fall of the fortresses in the
land. By FUrst's words,
" Die Wgte wollen wir mit ihren Knechten
- Verjagen und die festen SchllSsser brechen~
L.t367
re~ teration

and by the
It

of the same idea in his later words,

Wenn am bestimmten Tag die Burgen fallen,
~erg zum andern
Das Zeichen mit dem Rauch ."

.

- So geben wir von einem

II,2,1420.

We are l ed to expect the storming and destruction of Zwing
Uri in the

fifth act first scene.

Summary of Narrative Foreshadowing.

Under the head of narrative foreshadowing are
classified two varietieQ; Ist, foreshadowing by soliloquy ,
in which the solution is suggested and 2nd, foreshadowing
by plotting.
Of the first variety, three are initial exposition

18

soliloquies; one of these in "Die .!uber"foreshadows by the
villains plotting; the second, in"»le Jungfrau von Orleans"
foreshadows by revelation, and the third in "Die Braut von
Mes s ina" foreshadows by suggesting the curse of
and paSSion, which precipitates the catastrophe.

dis s e nB1~n
B~1ige

soliloquie s which foreshadow the catastrophe are four in
number. Of these , two, found in "Fiesko" and "Don Carlos",
span the drama from the first act to the catastrophe ; one
occurs in the third act and two in the fourth a&t of
ttWallenstein". "Maria Stuart", "Jungfrau von Orleans",

"Braut

von Messina" and "Wllhelm Tell", that is, the later

dramas~fail

to show examples of soliloquy foreshadowing of

the catastrophe.
Of the second variety of narrabive foreshadowing,
namely, foreshadowing by plotting, we have in "Flesko" four
eXamples, in "Don Carlos" four, ln "Wallenstein" one, and
in "Wilhelm Tell" one.
From the examples of narrative foreshadowing of the
catastrophe we may conclude that the use of the soliloquy as
a method of foreshadowing decreases markedly during the
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course of the dramas.It is also evident that the schemiRg
and plotting foreshadowing is more frequent in " Fiesko"
and "Don Carlos" than in the later plays. On the whole,
narrative foreshadowing tends to be replaced by lyrical
foreshadowing in the later dramas, due to SChiller's growing appreciation of the value of awakening emotional in~
terest and creating tragic atmosphere.

B. Foreshadowing which i6 both Lyrical
and Narrative.

There are several kinds of foreshadowing which are
used not only as narrative foreshadowing bJlt also to help
create the intense atmosphere which must surround the
outcome of the tragedy. For instance when a character tells
us that he ' intends to take his life because he has giaen
up the struggle with the opposing forces of life and fate,
we anticipate the catastrophe both emotionally and intellectually. Dreams, vision, intuitive antipathies and
apparitions also foreshadow in such a way as to combine

"
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"Wenn ich nicht mehr bin----~. 4268
Den Meinigen bab t ich gehalten,bln
Ihm treu geblieben bis zum Tod.---L.4276
Jetzt sterbl ich
.
Beruhigt--meine Arbei t ist getan-lt L.4~?6

In the next act Marquis Posa parts with Don Carlos.V,3.

"Du verlierst mich, Carl
- Auf viele Jahre-Thoren nennen as
Auf ewig."
L. 4609
The Countess Terzky twice informs us that she does
not intend to live to view Wallansteins disgrace and their
own exile, once in Tod III,11, L,1749 and again in Tod V,3,
when she intimates that" she has definitely settled in her
own mind the means and time of her death, for she says,
ItDann ist mein Entschluss gefasst.
Ich ftthre bei mir,was mich tr6stet." L.3514.
This foreshadowing prepares us for the final scene, when
the Countess !erzky, after giving orders for the interment
of Wallensteirrs body, informs Octavio that she has taken
POlBo~>saying,

"Ich habe Gift---In wenig Augenblicken ist mein Schicksal erfQll~
L. 3862.
Max Piccolomin1s death, occurring as covered

action between III, 21 and IV. 5 ls foreshadowed by hls
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statement, III,23, L. 2397.
It

and by

hl~

Mein Ungl11«k 1st gewlss, und Dank dem Hlmmel
Der mir eln Mittel elnglbt, es zu enden."
partlng words,
Wer mit mil' geht, del' sei bereit zu sterben."

L 2427.

That Thekla has determined to join Max in death ls
evident from her soliloquy. IV, 12, L. 3154.
Seln Geist ist's,der mich ruft. Es 1st die
Schaar
Del' Treuen, die sich r~chend ihm geopfert.
Unedler SaUmnis klagen sie mich an."
No one could f ail to comprehend the tenor of the qU8stions
which she asks as to the way to reach the grave of her
lover. IV,10. Thekla's departure takes place between the
last scene of Act IV and the eighth of the fifth act}for
we lear n there that the Countess Terzky has discovered her
absence. No further report of Thekla's death reaches the
ears of the spectators.
The SUicide of Mortimer in "Maria Stuart" ls not
the result of a resolve which has been gradually taking
form in his mind but is a forced and unpremeditated act,
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resulting from the circumstances under which he is place4r
Therefore he does not express any intention of killing
himself, but we have been led by two previous intimations
to expect his death in Karia's service; one instance

occ~

in the first act, when Maria, remembering the fate of those
who have championed her causa in the past, augurs a violent
death for this new rescuer. 1.6. 642.

" Mir fliegt ein bases Ahnen durch das Herz,
- Was unternehmt ihr? Wisst ihrls? Schrecken
EUch nicht Babingtons, nicht ~iQhburnc s blut!ge
Hllupter
Auf Lond<J.lili; Brttcke warnend aufgesteckt.---- ·
Flieht aus .dem Reiche'schnell! Marien Stuart
Hat noch kein Gltlcklicher beschtltzt." ,
The other instance when the death of Mortimer i. foreshad

M

owed is his own utterance that he 1s ready to give up his
life for Maria. III.~,26'9.
"Noch versuch' icHs, sie zu retten,
Wo nicht, auf ihrem Sarge mir zu betten."
Don Cesar in "Die Braut von Messina l1 acknowledges
his guilt and declares his intention of executing sentence .
upon himself.IV,S.
I1Drum muse ich selber an mir selber es vollziehn~
Bussfert~
Stthne, weiss ich, nimmt dar Himmel
an,
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D'Jch nur mit Elute bUsst sich ab der blut t ge Mord .
Den alten Fluch des Hauses l6s' lch sterbend auf.
L. 2638.
Der f r ele Tod nur bricht dle Kette des Geschicks{~**
ZUerst den TodesgBttern zahlt ich meine Schuld,
Ein andrer Gott mag sorgen fUr die Lebenden, **** ..~
L. 2645.
Mich lass dem Geist gehorchen, der mich furchtbar
treibt,
D:ann in das lnnre kann kein GlUcklicher mir schaun."
L.2650
We are forewarned of Attinghausents death in "Wilhelm
~ell" b y his laments over his failing strength and his

consciousness that his days are numbered. ll,1,764.
"Mein Schatten bin ich nur, bald nur mein Name .
lch bin der Letzte meines Stamms- Mein Name
Endet mi t mir*******~r***~r
Was thu ' ich hier? Sie sind begraben aIle,
Mit denen ich gewaltet und gelebt .
Unter der Erde schon liegt meine Zeit."
Previous statements as to the intentions of the characters are necessary, because without them the audience
would fail to comprehend the stage business of the suicide .*
For instance we should not at all have understood Theklats
absence
been

from

the stage during the last act, had it not

for the fact that she had

apprised us beforehand

of her intentions • We see that Schiller almost invariably
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foreshadows the death of his principal personages directly
by their ovm words when they commit suicide. Later we shall
see how Schiller foreshadows when they are to be the victims of murder or accident.

2 . Dreams.
Another method which Schiller, in common with almost
all earlier and contemporary dramatists, employs to foreshadow the future, is the use of dreams. Although these dreams
convey to the audience a certain amount of narrative information, they are used much more for their lyrical or emotional effect, than because of the knowledge of the future
of the plot which they afford. Usually the event for which
the dreams create atmosphere has been imparted already to
the spectators through intrigue or though the machinations
of the confidante and the dreams simply create tragic atmosphere _
Franz in "Die RH.uber" like Richard III, is tortured
by a dream in which the ghosts of his victims appear to
foretell his death . V,1,L,184.
*Cr.Nibelungennot Av. I.Str. 13"4.
"In disen hOhen eren troumte Kriemhilde
Wie sie zUge einen valken, starc,scheen und wilde .
Den ir zw~n aren erkrummen, daz si daz muoste sehen;
Ir enkunde in dirre werlde leider nimmer geschehen .
Den Troum si d8 sagete ir muoter Uoten.
Sine kundes niht bescheiden baz dpr guoten;
'Der valke den du ziuhest,daz ist ein edel man;
In welle got behUeten, du muost in schiere vloren han."
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" Geister ausgespieen aus Gr~bern-losge~ttelt das
Tddtenreich aus dem ewigen Schlaf brUllt wider - m1enich zittere nicht!Es war ledtgei n Traum. Jt
He then reveals the details of his dream..,which is,.,as Danitel, the servant said,"Das leibhaft Conterfei ~om jOngsten
Tage

, tt

Franz dreams of the weighing of his sins in the

balance of the hour~ and the one deadly sin of murder1ng
his father which tipped the scales, outweighi n 5 the blood
of the atonement. Th1s symbolical dream foreshadows Franz·
suicide which occurs in the same scene,as the members of
Karl's robber band enter the castle to find Franz.
A very careful use of the dreams of the Countess
Terzky occurs to foreshadow Wallenstein's death which
takes place in a few hours. V,3,L.3 470 •
In the first dream

which the Countess relates to

Wallenstein, she saw him sitting at a table with his deceased wlfe. In the second dream she went into his room
whlch as

she entered it, took on the appearance of the

Carthusi an monastery at Gi tschin, designated by Wallenstein as his burial place. In the third dream she seemed
t o be f ollowing him thru'a never-ending passage-way,th~'
*Cf . Dream of Kriemhilde in . Nlbelungennot Av.XVI,9 25.
'~ elna herre S~frit;~ fttrhte ich a1nen val.
~lr t roumte tifnte aelde,wie obe dlr zetal
vlelen zw~e berge: l'n gesach dich nimmer ~.
-~f. a& so Von einem ungerathenen Sohn. P.209,V,I. Deutsche
l11-chter des 16ten Jahrhunderts. Dream of ~bus.
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doors which crashed behind her, and finally felt upon her
shoulder the grasp of a cold hand which proved to be Wallensteints . The sinister effect produced upon the audience
by the narration of these dreams is made more impressive by
Wallenstein's attempts to interpret them favorably and his
laughing refusal to share her fears .
As we might expect in a romantic drama, Schiller
,

employs dreams as foreshadowing in "Die Jungfrau von Orleans~'
The"ahnungsvolle Seele" of Father Thibaut pictures his
daughter's future to him in a dream . Prologue 2,L,141 .
"Zu dreienmalen hab t ich sie gesehen
Zu Rheims auf unsrer KBnige Stuhle sitzen,
Ein funkelnd Diadem von sieben Sternen
Auf ihrem Haupt,das Scepter in der and,
Aus dem drei weisse Lilien entsprangen ·
Und ich , ihr Vater , ihre beiden Schwestern
Und aIle FUrsten, Grafen, Erzbischofe ,
lier Konig seIber neigten sich vor ihr."
This contrary to most of the examples does not foreshadow
the death of Johanna but represents symbolically the spec·
tacular coronation scene at Rheims which is the turning
point of iohanna1s fortunes ·
The dream of the king as related by Isabella in

2il
"Braut vorl llesslna" foretells the whole course and outcome of
the drama, and the bellef ln lt brlngs about the very catastrophe whlch the faml1y of Messlna had trled to avert.IV. 4L.441.

.. ..

The klng had dreamed that two laurel trees were

con~

sumed by a 111y whlch grew between them • An Arabian soothsayer interpreted it to mean the death of the two sons of
the king because of the daughter. To avert thls catastrophe
the king ordered hls daughter thrown into the sea. The
mother however rescued her and the prophecy of the soothsayer

was carried out when both brothers fell in love wlth

thls slster and died because of their passion.
JOhanna's gift of prophetic lnslght glves Schiller

...

an opportunity to foreshadow by a dlfferent means. Not
only can she tell the klng the burden of h1s three prayers
om.the preceeding nlght( I, 10, 1337) but she answers confidently Karl's questlons as to

the future. Of her own fate

she says;
.. Meln Schlcksal ftthrt mich. Sorge nlcht,ich werde
Ans Ziel gelangen, obne dass iCh's suche~ V,4 t 42

L.

4200.
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and

" Mein Yolk wird siegen, und ich werde st~rbentt
V. 10,4650.
In one case she prophesies events occurribg far outside- the
lim1ts of the play, telling Burgund the future h1story of
his house.
Compare in"Wilhelm Tell" Attinghausen's prophec1e;s
JUst before his death. Schiller here makes use of an old
SUperst1tion* that the dying are gifted with prophetic
inSight. His words foreshadow the struggle of the Swiss
people which occurred years after the events of the play
were concluded.
II ·

Die Fttrsten seh' ich und die edeln Herm

- Im Harnischen herangezogen kommen,
Ein harmlos Yolk von

Hirte~

zu bekriegen.

AUf Tod und Leben wird gekJmpft, und herrlich

Wird mancher Pass durch blutige Entscheidung.
Der Landmann stttrzt sich mit der nackten Brust,
Ein freies Opfer, in die Schaar der Lanzen!
Er bricht sie, und des Adels BIUthe f~ll#,
Es hebt die Freiheit siegend ihre Fahne.
8
Tell IV,~,243 ,
The improvement which Schiller makes in his use of dreams
and visions as foreshadowing throughout his plays lies in
their increasingly natural quality. There is something
strained about the Biblical magnificence of Franz' dreams

* Wilhelm

Tell, Allyn and Bacon,19 13, P. 295.
It is a wide spread superstltion~tftat a dying person
Can foretell the future."
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of the Judgment . Day. The language is too literally a transscript of the account in Revelations. The same use of Bib

N

lical reference is made 1n the dreams of Thibaut in .. Die
Jungfrau von Orleans tt

,

but while Thibaut seems to have

absorbed some of the elements of the dream of Joseph and
his brethren, he has inoorporated them 1nto his own language. The best use of dreams as foreshadowing is that
made by Schiller in the dreams of the Countess Terzky. They
are symbolical but they are very ·natural in ooncept and
expression.
The use of ghosts is one of the means of combining
both narrative and lyrical foreshadowing. There is only
one instance of an apparition as a herald of approach1ng
di saster and that 1s 1n the case of the .
schwarzer
Ritter
. "
1n "D1e Jungfrau von Orleans" (111,9.3222). This appar... ....

1tion has been the subject of much discussion by critics,
some claiming that the black knight 1s the incorporation
of JOhanna's growing worldliness of spirit, and that he
is warning her for her own good,*while others claim that
he is

11terally the spirit of Talbot sent from hell to

* Fie11tz, S.90.~lDen tieist Tal~t s den Vertreter des Materi a l1smus. 1I Hettner S~:295 1I1,3. 2 • 11 Diese Scene mit dem- '
gespenst1schen Ritter'soll die Darstellung der eignen schwankend en Gedanken, d~~ \ bangen Zweifel sein, : die sich aus dem
Abgrund des ringenden Innern de gottgesendeten Gungfriu
erheben w1e die Hexen im ehrsUc~tig~n Herzen Macbeth SJ
..

,
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dissuade Johanna from entering Rheims and fulfilling her

mission*. Whatever the psychological motivation may be it
is to the aUdience a forewarning** of Johanna's downfall
and approaching death,and the audience looks forward with
apprehension to the scene of her entrance into Rheims.
We see that

8chil~er

in

many cases allows his chap-

acters to divine the future intuitively and thus foreshadow the catastrophe for the spectator. A very striking
deVice by

which he sugceeds not only in foreshadowing the

future but" also in arousing our sympathy is the antipathy
which a character sometimes feels instinctively for the
person whb

is to serve as the

instrument of his death.

The premonition of disaster may also center about certain
times or places. Such a feeling is of course sometimes
illogical and always instinctive.
As an instance of anticipation of evil , connected
with a certain localit~ we may mention the previously
quoted passage in which Karl mentions his involuntary
BhUdder as he enters the portals of his ancestral
I!

home.

Die RAuber 'I IV, 1•

* DtlnlZer, 8. 90.;I Ber schwarze Ritter kann unm6glich als
Ausgeburt der Phantasie JohannaB ~ gelten, ein wirklicher
H6llengeist muss er sein~ BreitlJprecher S. 47. II Der
SchWarze Ritter ist der Geist Talbota , der sich Johanna
als der Sendbote der H6lle naht. Dieser Bote macht den
Versuch, Johanna zum Abfall von ihrer Aufgabe zu verleiten~
**

Bellermann 8.274." Es ist andlerseits klar, dass elne
solche Welssagung und Warnung jedenfalls eine Bedeutung
fUr daB Folgende haben muss.----- 8ie ruft in dem Zuschauer
Bowohl als in der Heldin die dunkle Ahnung eines drohenden Unheils wach."
.

Dark forebodings are also associated in the mind of
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the Countess Terzky with the castle whose ·walls witness the
extinction of the house af Friedland . The Countess exclaims,
(Wallenstein's Tod, IV,9, L. 2983 ).
"0 lass uns nicht zurnck
In diesem Ort der traurigen Bedeutung,
Denn schwer ist mir das Herz in diesen Mauern
Und wie ein Todtenkeller haucht mich ' s an;
Ich kann nicht sagen , wie der Ort mir widert .
o fUhr una weg . "
Beatrice also connects the fear of impending disas ter with a certain locality and voices her forebodings as
follows, attributing her fears to the .solitude .
"Und mich ergreift ein schauderndes GefUhl,
Es schreckt mich selbst das wesenlose Schweigen ."
Braut von Messina II,1 , 980 .
It is this solitary garden in which occurs a little later
the murder of Don Manuel before Beatrice ' s eyes .
As an eXaQple of foreboding connected with a certain
time, may be mentioned that foreboding of the queen in "Don
Carlos" that some cala.nity threatens upon this day . She saYfJ
"Was fUr ein Auflauf in Palaste !Jedes
Get6se, GrM.fin, macht mir heute Schrecken . "
Don Carlos IV, 18, 4133 .

Cf . Romeo and Juliet .
"Romeo . Some consequence yet hanging in the stars
Shall bitterly begin his f e arful date
With this night ' s revels ."
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The forebodings are realized in the surrender of the Infant to ' the mercies of the Inquisition in the last and
highly impressive scene of "Don Carlos".
The forebodings of the Duchess of Friedland revolve
about Wallenstein's devotion to astrology·
"Der eignen Kraft nicht fr<Jhlich mehr vertrauend,
Wandt' er sein Herz den dunkeln KUnsten zu,
Die keinen, der sie pflegte, noch begltlckt."
W's Tod III,3,1408.
Schiller uses Wallenstein's instinctive dislike for
Buttler to foreshadow the latter's office as assassin of
his chief .
"Denn ein GefUhl,des5ich nicht Meister bin,
Furcht mBcht' ich's nicht gern nennen,ttberschleicht
In seiner Nahe schaudernd mir die Sinne
Und hemmt. der Liebe freudige Bewegung."
W's Tod, III,4.
1450
This designation of ftuttler as the murderer is emphasized
by the following means; first by Wallenstein 's exclamation.
"Buttler! Buttler!
Ihr seid mein baser D!1mon." W's Tod, III,17,2003
The remark is caused by an unwelcome interruption of Buttler's, who came in to inform Wallenstein of the fact that

I
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his troops were tearing dovm the Kaiser s standards, at the

inopportune moment when Wallenstein had almost succeeded
in convincing his visitors that he intended no treachery
to his overlord. In spite of the fact that Wallenstein was
not fully in earnest, the remark is to the audience a

sug~

gestion and reminder of nuttIer's future function. The
"

second means by which the audience is informed of Buttlee's
intention is the direct statement to Octavio that he will
kill Wallenstein.
II

0, er solI nicht leben"
W's Tod II,6, 1169.
"'

. -

In the same manner, Schiller foreshadows the death
of Maria by

Elisabeth~

sentence. The strength of the anti-

pathy entertained by the Scottish ,. queen for her rival is
shown by Marials loss of self control upon the very

announce~

ment of Elisabeth's presence in the vicinity. When Maria
eXclaims,
"Nie hlttten wir uns sehen sollen, niemals!1I
Daraus kann nimmer,nlmmer, Gutes kommen~
I7'1,3,2200.
the audience is prepared for the most unfavorable outcome
of the long expected meeting and fo~ Elisabeths merciless
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insistence . on the execution of the sentence.
In Gessler's instinctive dislike for Tell, Schiller
foreshadows his death at the hands of the hero. To prevent
the spectators from entertaining any sympathy for the governor, as might be the case if

~essler

were allowed to re-

port this dislike himself, Schiller lets Tell inform the
aUdience of it. '.1.'ell recounts to his wife his chance meeting with Gessler in a narrow pass upon the mountain side.
The governor, seized with an unreasoning fear and hatred,
had sunk terrified to the ground at the sight of the hunter
with his formidable weapon. Tell minimizes the signif1cance
of the episode, because he is not a believer in omens or
antipathies. He ascribes the effect of this meeting upon
the governor to the guilty conscience of the latter; for
the governor had recently punished

~ell

severely for some

small offense. The spectators see in the excessive fear and
dislike which the governor displayed on that occasion something more tha n an ordinary aversion.
" Da verblasst' er,
Die Knie versagten ihza ich sah es kommen
Dass er jetzt an die F~lswand wttrae sinken, -- ----- - Er aber konnte keinen armen Laut
Aus seinem Munde geben." III, 1, L. 1550.
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They are thereby prepared for the excessive vindictiveness
displayed by ~essler in ~he scene of the apple shooting
which follows', and are prepared to believe that this man
for whom Gessler has so unreasonable and so violent an
antipathy will be the man from whom he will rec.ive his
death.
To sum up the use of foreshadowing which combines
both narrative and lyrtcal elements. We find that we are
led to

e~pect

the tragic end of nine of the characters,by

means of their own expressions of their intentions. We
also see that this foreshadowing is combinaa with lyrical
elements, to produce a tense tragic atmosphere and emotional anticipation of the catastrophe. In five dramas Schiller
Uses dreams as a meth&d of foreshadowing the future. These
contain on the whole more lyrical than narrative elements.
~here are eleven instances where the audience anticipates

the catastrophe by means of the intuitive perceptions of
the characters. The antipathies and dread of certain places
Which are displayed by certain of the characters are sometimes unmotivated and unreasoning, but even among these
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only Wallenstein's and Karl's in "Die R~uber" are· absolute-

ly inex~cable. Such foreshadowings serve a double purpose
in that they help to create sympathy for the characters and
also point the audience to the outcome.

c.

Lyrical Foreshadowing.

When once the tragic nature of tne outcome is evident,
it is the task of the drwruiist to arouse in the spectator
the mood for the catastrophe. Lyrical foreshadowing aims to
accomplish this result. There are many means by which the
s~ectators

can be made to anticipate anxiously the catas·

trophe even before they have received any definite narrative indication of it, as for instance, by the use of emotional music, effects of local coloring and the phenomena
of nature, expressions of fear and anxiety on the part of
the characters themselves. This kind of foreshadowing is
SUbjective rather than objective and is apt to be vague
rather than definite in suggesting the outcome. It occurs
more frequently in the descending than in the ascending
action.
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1. Lyrical Soliloquy.
The lyrical soliloquy is one of the means which
Schiller uses to awaken this tragic atmosphere and he emphasizes its effect by musical accompanim~nt in Amalie's
song at the beginning of ActIII in IIDie R!tuber."
" Schan wie Engel, voll Walhallas Wonne,
Sch6n vor allen Jttnglingen war er." 111,1 L.4.
This song expresses the love of the maiden for her dead
lover and associates with Karl Moor

the ideas of death

and eternal separation. The same purpose underlies Karl's
song,IV,5. which pictures the meeting between Brutus and
Caesar in the realm of the shades. While his robber band
sleeps about him, Karl

sing~

this song to the accompani-

ment of the lute in the depths of the forest. In spite of
the stilted phraseology and inappropriate classic imagery
of the diction, it creates in the spectators a certain
consciousness of suspense.
While this song of hector's parting from Andromache is likewise too obviously introduced for effect and is
also marred by stereotyped figures, it does succeed in
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creating atmosphere .II,2,L67. When Hermann brings to Amalie and Karl's father the detailed and circumstantial account of the hero's death, the spectators, still under the
music's gloomy spell are affected by Hermann's report although they know it to be merely a skillfully fabricated
villainy of Franz and Hermann. The same lyric is repeated
later to emphasize the feeling of approaching separation.
"Die Rl1uber" IV,4. L.t757,
In the Wallenstein trilogy, Schiller again assists
the emotional effect of the soliloquy by music. Thekla's
song,
"Der Eichwald brauset, die Wolken Ziehn,"
Piccolomini III,7,1757
applies more directly to the case of the singer, is more
natural and more skillfully introduced than either of -the
foregOing examples. Particularly in the concluding stanza
of the lyric,
"Das Herz ist gestorben, die Welt ist leer,
Und weiter gibt sie dem Wunsche nichts mehr.
Du Heilige, rufe dein Kind zurt1ck."
the audience receives an
is i mminent.

impression that Thekla's death
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Schiller does not always make the application for the audience and draw the inferences for them nor allow the personages of the drama to do it. The spectators are more

fla~

tered by the implication that the dramatist reckons upon
their ability to do considerable thinking. ~e
, sometimes
gives them credit for too much imagination/as for instance
in the first eight scenes of "Fiesko", when the hero is
assuming the part of a trifler. Schiller here neglects*to
give the audience a sufficient hint to the effect that
Fiesko's ardent wooing of Julia is only a mask to cover
his real purpose as a patriotic deliverer of Genoa.
The lyrical soliloquies in Schiller's works are fi¥e
in number and are used only in "Die RAuber" and in the Wallenstein trilogy. The only later instance where music is
introduced is in"Wilhelm
foreshado~ing

Tell~ . There

it is not employed as

but to supply local atmosphere.

2 Anticipations of Diaster.
Many devices of the dramatist are rendered obligatory by his necessity of speaking only th~the medium of
Bei le~ an hs SchilleriP.112. Bellermann states that the
tone of the actor must convey to the audience Fiesko s
real meaning.
Thomas, Schiller; P.93.In any case 1t 1s clear that the
exposition should have hinted somehow at the true condit10n of affa1rs, for it is a good old rmle that while the
people on the stage may disguise themselves and fool one another as they will, the aud1ence must be kept posted.
As it is there is no suggestion of make bel1eve in Fiesko's
courting of Julia~'

*
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his characters. The novelist or the poet may in his own caw
pacity as author

thr-~ugh

hil! prerogative of omniscience

tell his reader what is going to happen* and awake emotion
by suggestion. To supply this deficiency the dramatist al w
lows his characters to feel for themselves or others such
emotions of fear or hope for the future r and the emotion is
communicated to the spectators .
In examining SChiller's dramas we find apprehensions , forebodings and premonitions very generally used , to
foreshadow the catastophe. The representation of such fear
J..

varies from a mood of depression to prophetic inSight.
When anticipation is well grounded we may term it
apprehension.

tUler, for instance, opens

t~e

drA.l!la ot

11Kabale und Liebe" by expressing the conviction that trouble

lies in ;store for him and his house."Alles Wetter kommt
tiber den t1eiger" is his way of expressing it. His good common sense tells him that such is the inevitable result of
the present situation. We may attribute his emotion to a
well grounded apprehension . LoUise's apprehension too
Springs from her sense of the eternal

fitness of things

Dr. Kate Friedmann; Die Rolle des Erzahlers in der Epik.
- Die unendliche FaIle von Beispielen, die sich tat sac hl ich
in der Literatur aller Volker und Zeiten und gerade unter
den besten Erztthlern fUr die Technik des Vorgreifens finde~
beweist auch zur GenUge, dass der epische Dichter sich
immer dieses Recht&' bevmsst gewesen ist. ------ AnUlsslich der
Behandlung jener Kompositionsformen, in der der Erzahler
mit dem Ende der Ereignisse begann, war die Rede davon' gewesen , dass auf diese Weise eine doppelte VorstellungsTeihe
im Leser erzeugt werde, und dass so eln Geftthlstan ln ihm
rol tschwinge und die augenblickllchen Ere!gilisse b'eglel te/
dessen Hervorruf
dem streng chronologlschen Erztthler
VC ::fIagt . '1 t. "
II
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as for example when she exclaims,"Ich sehe in die Zukunftaie Stlmme des Ruhms- deine EntwUrfe- dein Vater- mein
Nichts". But her diction is colored by her romantic

~ 'kead"

ing as may be seen in her next few words. She expresses her
fears in a melodramatic manner." Ferdinand! Ein Dolch {lber
dir und mir! Man trennt uns." Kabale und Liebe I,4.
Don Carlos gives us another instance of apprehension in the soliloquy previously mentioned as a bridge
soliloquy, namely,
"

Schon seh I ich deine Seele."

I,8,L.123.

That even the optimistic Mortimer despairs of saving Maria after the attack on Elisabetns life, emphasizes
for the spectators the hopelessness of her case; he says,
"0 dich verfolgt ein grimm1.g wtlthend Schicksal,
UnglUckliche! Jetzt, Ja, jetzt musst du sterben
Dein Engel selbst bereitet deinen Fall. "

III,8,L. 2633.

Though it might seem at first sight that Schillers
characters sometimes have an intuitive consciousness of
approaching disaster and death, such premonitions are usu·
al~y

carefully motivated and made dependent upon moods of

depression . Despondency and grief over present losses tend
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naturally to produce forebodings of the future. Very seldom
in the later dramas do we find that SChiller's characters
have unmotivated forebodings,although there are occasional
lnstances of a lack of motlvatlon ln the earlier dramas.
Take as an instance of unmotlvated foreboding . in 'tDie Rltuer
arl ' s return to the home of
bilK

his father. He feels as

he stands ln the doorway the presence of appraaching death,
and exclaims ln involuntary fear; "Wie wird mir? Was 1st
das,Mol7r? Sel ein Mann!---- Todesschauer- Schreckenahnung-".
No motivation is assigned for Lenore's prescience
that Fiesko is to free Genoa from the tyrants. Thls feeling
came to her suddenly on her wedding day as she was standing
at the altar with Fiesko.V,1. The proud confldence of a
bride in her husband's wonderful ability affords sufficient
motivation.
The forebodings which take possession of Karl
while the robbers are sleeping are motlvated by depression
because Spiegelberg, the Judas of his band, had to pay with
his life for his insubordination and treachery. In Karl's
woids,

II

.

Ich verstehe , Lenker im Himmel- ich verstehe- die
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Bl!tter fallen von den B~umen- Und me in Herbst ist gekommen~
we receive a very defini~e impression that Karl's death is
near at hand. IV.5.
Even Wallenstein, the man of supreme self confidence
and faith in his destiny, has two such moments of depression
and misgiving as to the future. One 1nstance occurs just before his first reversal of fortune, when like King Saul, he
b1ds Thekla s1ng to dr1ve away the ev1l spirit,
flDer um mein Haupt d1e schwarzen FIUgel schll1gt."
Tod 111,4
L,1 4

7'.

The spectators naturally ascr1be th1s to the troubled
sc~ence

con-

wh1ch rebukes h1m for betray1ng his army to the

Swedes.
The second occasion, when he 1s assailed by depresSion, occurs shortly before his death; in this case the
emotion was evidently caused by the tragic fate of Max
Piccolomini, for he exclaims in envy of the dead,
II

0 ihm ist wohl! Wer aber weiss, was uns
1/
Die nl1chste Stunde schwarz verschleiert brin~t.
V,3,3 42 •
The same improvement as to motivation in the later

dramas holds good in the presentiments of Leonore in"Fiesko ",

IV,14, Countess Terzky in "Wallenstein~ Tod

ll
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and Heawig 1n

" . Wilhelm '1'ell". Leonore's fear in the earlier drama"Fiesko"
is not so carefully motivated, nor is her presentiment of
evil as exaotly fulfilled as the forebodings of the Countess Terzky in "Wallenstein's Tod"V,3, In none of these
instances does the danger materialize exactly as they had
represented it. For instanoe Leonore is certain that"Die
erste einzige Kugel fliegt durch die Seele FieskoS "whereas it is she herself who first suffers death. The presentiment of the Countess Terzky is oocasioned by Wallenstein's
unusual 'mood pf depressioq~the memory of her dreams of the
preceeding nights and the ban of the empire which has just
been proolaimed upon Wallenste1,n . Hedwig has been rendered
.

uneasy by reports of the· prooeedings upon the RUtli, her
recent discovery of the part which Tell play~d in the rescue of Baumgarten from the hands of the governor's men,and
her knowledge that Gessler is at Alt orf ', t o which Tell is
going. Each of these women has a strong conv1ction of 1mpending trouble and uses her utmost endeavor to keep the
loved one beside her . For purposes of comparison their
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words ar e appended.

Leonore. "Traue. diesen Rebellen nicht.
Die Klugen~die dich aufhetzten, fUrchten dich'
Die Dummen~ die dich verg8tterten~ nUtzen dir
wenig, und wo ich hinsehe,ist Fiesko verloren.
i~iri,'i- Nur Taten sind nicht mehr zu tilgen. **".
Komm l zurtlckf, Erin~e dich! Entsage !" -IV.. 14.

Grttfin Terzky .
IIMir wird heut' so schwer von dir lIU gehen,
· Und bange Furcht bewegt mich. V. 5,3 462 •

****

Du m8chtest schnell wegreisen diese Nacht"

Und beim Erwachen

Hedwig.

Tell.
Hedwig.
~he
~f

wir dich nimmer.
V. 3 3464. '" Bleib heute nur dort weg. Geh , l1eber
. '
jagen.,
Mich ~gstigt' s. Blei be weg. -.
If Wie kannst du dich so ohne Ursach'
qulUen?"
f~den

•

II Weil 's ke1ne Ursach' hat . Tell, bleibe hier. .
Musst du,so gen- nur lasse mir den Knaben!
III ,1,1 57)~ ·

Duches s of Friedland is also harassed by apprehensions
evil which are derived in her case from the

disquiet~g

contagion of others' anxieties and from memories of the
humiliation at Regensburg . She says;
"Ich bin so schreckhaft . -Jedes Rauschen
kUndigt mir
"
Den Fusstritt eines UnglUcksboten an .
SChiller skillfully motivate6 Maria's forebodings(Maria
Stuart I,4,) by .l ocating the opening scenes on the anni -
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versary of the death of Darnley/ her murdered husband.lt -ls
perfectly natural that her mlnd should be filled with forebodings. She feels that his spirit is demanding revenge.
Es i st der blut ~ge B'chat ten .1Cl5hl g Darhl-ey ~ s
Der zUrnend aus dem Gruftgew8lbe steigt, Und er wird nimmer Friede mit mir machen,
Bls .melnes Unglticks Mass erfUllet ist." I,4,27i •

It

..

-.,

Schiller emphasizes Maria's fears by repetition in two
other passages of the same scene; namely,
11

Des Gatten racheforderndes Gespenst
Schickt kelnes Messedieners Glocke,kein
HochwUrdiges in Priesters Hand zur Gruft." I,4, J21.

and,
" Und blutig wlrd sie{die blutige Tat, namely
Darnley's murder) auch an mir sich rl1chen.
.,
Du spriohst mein -Urteil aus, da du mich tr8stest.

I "3

So

32 '

.-

powerful is the feeling that Maria says to Paulet,
II

Meine Tage sind
Gezlthlt,befUrcht ' ich und ich achte mich
Gleich einer Sterbenden. I,2,193.

**** **ow ***H

Ich will -mein Testament aufsetze~, will
VerfUgung treffen Qber das,was mein 1st.' I,2.2

u.

These last words suggest to the imagination of the spectators a scene which occurs later in the drama when Marla
distributes to her maids her robes and jewels. V,6.

~

The one character of Schiller s who ls most glven to
fo:eebodings and premonitions is Thekla*in "Wallenstein. II
While she is probably predisposed by inheritance to a
fatalistic vlew of life, we find no traces of depression
or foreboding in her until she begins to feel in the atmosphere oPPosition to her union with Max. The beginning
of her anticipation of the approaching catastrophe may be
traced to Pic. 111,5,1689, when she first "voices her dis·
trust of the Terzkys.
"*****i~**** Doch glaub' mir, es 1st nicht
Ihr Ernst,uns zu begltlcken,zu verbinden."

Later we have as evidence of her growing fear of disaster
the lyric soliloquy,
"Der Eichwald brauset,die Wolken ziehn • • 11
Pic. 111,7. 1i~b.
In the next scene this anticipation of disaster, based--originally on the fear of separation from

ax, becomes a fa-

talistic conviction that the house of Friedland is predoomed to destruction. The idea seems to have been suggested to her by t he words of her mother who says,
"Das grosse Schicksal unsers

II

Hauseso Pic. III,
-6 , 1820.

*Adolph Busse- Der Monolog
in SChiller's Trauerspielen.
p·e19. "Der Dichter benutzt diese alles Unheil ahnende
Fra~enBeele, die im ganzen Drama die GefUhbseite der
Tragik gegenUber dem Willen und Verstan~enschen Wallenstein verk6rpert auch hier noch einmal, die gefUhIBm~sslge
Wirkung der letzten
Etappe zu zelgen. "
'
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From this time on Thekla is continually used to foreshadow the catastrophe. The first instance is found is her soliloquy.
"Dank dir fUr deinen Wink!Er macht
Mir
meine base Ahnung zur Gewissheit.
*-i} -x-1_-'h"W
Es - gellt ein finstret:.~· 5eist durch unlScr- Halls
Und schleunig will das Schicksal mit uns enden.

*********

Es zieht mich fort mit g~ttlicher Gewalt,
Dem Abgrund zu, ich kann nicht widerstreben.
O! wenn ein Haus im Feuer solI vergehn _,
Dann treibt der nimmel sein Gew!lk zusammen,
Es s,c hiesst der Blitz herab aus hei tern.: HlShn"
Aus unterird. 'schen SchlUnden fahren Flammen,
BlindwUthend schleudert selbst der Gott der Freude
Den Pechkranz in das brennende Gebl1ude~1I
Pic. III,9,lb80.
The dread of approaching disaster seems to oppress - ~hekla
.1.

more and more. In her fears she voices the emotions of the
spectators and helps to foreshadow the catastrophe.
ItO meine ahnungsvolle Seele- JetztJetzt ist aie da,die kalte Schreckenshand,
Die in mein fr5hllch Hoffen schaudernd grelft.
Ich wusst' es wohl- 0 glelch~als ich hier elntrat,
Weissagte mir's das bange VorgefUhl
Dass l1ber mlr die Ungltlckssterne st~den. "
TodIII,2,13 44 •
In the next scene Thekla's words indicate to the audlenee
that the catastrophe is near at hand.
I.

o

lassen Sie uns fllehen,liebe Mutter!

- **********

**********
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Jedwedc n~chste Stunde brUtet irgend,
Ein neues, ungeheures Schreckbild aus." Tod III,3,1390
In a conversation with M~, Thekla again foreshadows the
catastrophe.
"Auf unserm Haupte liegt der Fluch de s Himnels,
Es ist dem Untergang geweiht. Auch m~ch
Wird meines Vaters Schuld mit ins Verderben
Hinabziehn. Traure nicht urn mich! Mein Schicksal
Wird bald entschieden sein." Tod III,21, 2355.
The character of Max is used to foreshadow the catastrop~e
ofllWallenstein" by means of forebodings.
"O! das kann nicht gut endigen- u..l'ld, mag sich IS
Entscheiden, wie es will, ich sehe ahnend
Die unglUckselige Entwickelung nahenDenn dieser Konigliche, wenn er f~llt,
Wird eine Welt im Sturze mit sich reissen,
Und wie ein Schiff, das mitten auf dem Weltmeer,
In Brand gerath, mit einemmal und berstend
Auffliegt und alle Mannschaft, die es trug,
AusschUttet plotzlich zwischen Meer und Himmel,
Wird er uns aIle, die wir an sein GlUck
Befestigt sind, in seinen Fall hinabziehn."
Pic.V. 3. 2636.

Summary
In summarizing the use of foreshadowing by anticipations of disaster, we find that there are four examples
of well grounded apprehensions, one instance of prescience,

I
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and eighteen examples of forebodings of which only two are
entirely unmotivated. We see also that the forebodings are
voiced by a very limited number of characters, only one or
two in each drama; Karl in "Die Rl!uber", Leonore in "Fiesko",
LUise MUller and her father in "Kabale und Liebe", Don CarI os in the play by that name, Thekla and Max in " Wallenstein,"

-

Ma.ria and Mortimer in "Maria Stuart", Hedwig in"Wilhelm
Tell". ~here are then certain characters who seem to have a
lyric function in the drama. Of the four examples of logical
and well grounded apprehension, three are attributed to men.
Of the eighteen examples of forebodings, in which intuition
plays a larger part, fourteen are attributed to women. It
may also be noted that the motivation of these forebodings
is more artistic in the later than in the earlier dramas.

3. Natural Phenomena and Scenic Location
•
.,
Schiller has not neglecyed to use as foreshadowing the
various phenomena of nature. He also uses the character of
the scene to create tragic atmosphere. The simplest natural
deVice used to foreshadow the catastrophe is the

e~ ployment
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of gathering darkness or storm as a precursor of evil for-

tune. We generally find mention of the hour of midnight just
before the catastrophe.
In "Die Rl1uber", coincident with Karl's revulsion
of spirit against his life as a robber and the melancholy
depression which foreshadows his death, we have the

state~

ment of the robbers, 'IEs ist Mitternacht, Hauptmann. (IV,S.

J

Our attention is called to the sounds appropriate to midn i ght; " Horch! Horch ! grauslg heulet der Kauz- zw51f
schlH.gt t s drttben im Dorf.

'I

_

Moreover

~

t he gloom of the

location, the depths of the forest, adds to the tragic atmosphere.
I

All the plans for Fiesko s death are concocted and
discussed at night. The growth of the counter conspiracy to
kill h~m begins with the third act. Atmosphere for Verrina's
statement- I'Fiesko muss sterben"was created with the very beginning of the act, in the stage directions,
"Furchtbare Wildnfss- Verrina und Bourgognino
kommen durch die Nacht~~d by the conversation of the two
men about the character of the locality.
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"Verrina.

Das ist del' Ort.
Bourgognino. Der schrecklichste,den du auffinden konntest. Vater,wenn i as,was du hier vornehmen wirst, dem
Orte gleich sieht, Vater, so werden meine Haarspitzen
aUfwl1rts springen." III,l.

-

The next mention of Fiesko's death is in a question
put to the spectators. IV,5."Aber wann solI Fiesko sterben?".
To this Verrina answers,"Wann Genoa frei ist,stirbt Fiesko."
Not only does this plotting occur at night but the death of
Gianettino is foreshadowed by the suggestive power of darkness. (IV, 6, ) •
The gathering darkness represented in "Kabale und
L lebe,II ActV, prepares us for the tragic fate of the two lov- ,

ers, and the lowering clouds of jealousy and suspicio'n which
settle down upon Don Carlos and involve him in the storm of
the Inquisition are introduced by the night scene(III,l·i
We have an effective use of night and storm as foreshadowing of Wallensteins

death. Even his star Jupiter

passes into eclipse. He says as he stands at the window.
"

Es ist schon finstt , Nacht" L.J'403
- Am Himmel 1st geschl1ftlge Bewegung. L.,4e;.

V,3.
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Des Thurmes Fahne jagt der Wind, schnell geht
Der Wolken Zug, die Mondessi chel wankt,
Und durch die Nacht zuckt ungewisse Helle ...~**
Kei n Sternbild ist zu sehen! Der matte Schein dort,
Der einzelne, ist aus der Kassiopela,
Und dahin steht der Jupiter - Doch jetzt
Deckt ihn die Schwarze des Gewitterhimmels!*******
Mir d~ucht', wenn ich ihn s~e, w~rl mir wohl.
.
Es ist der--Stern, der meinem Leben -strahlt, ..
Und wunderbar oft st~rkte mich sein Anblick.
Two advances in dramatic technique are here

evident~

symbolism and tragic irony. The star Jupiter symbolizes the
fortunes of Wallenstein. There is intense irony in WallenI

stein s unconsciousness of his own danger in contrast with
the spectators' tense forebodings.
The gloom and solitary character of the garden in
"Die Braut von Messina II works disturbingly upon the spectators as well as upon Beatrlce.(III, 1.) The wildness of the
garden, the mournful sound of the whispering winds in the
pines, the sinking sun, the surge of the r urf upon the shore,
and the feeling of immense spaces, all these sights and .
sounds enter as factors into the terror which overwhelms
Beatrice as she awaits her lover in the garden .
The increase of spmbolism in conjunction with the
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use of nature shows us Schiller's growing tendency to count
I

upon the s pectator s ability to draw inferences. , In

II

Die

J ungfrau von Orleans " the return of " der schwarze Ritter " to

the world of spirits (III, 9, L. 3245) is accompanied by "Nacht;
Blitz und Donnerschlag", and the atmosphere of ' unholy mystery foreshadows and symbolizes JOhanna's spiritual and materi a l do wnfall. Again the final catastrophe of Act V is
\

"

foreshadowed by the f~arful storm described at length.V,l.
"Das ist ein grausam m6rdisch Ungewitter."
The last drama, " Wilhelm Tell,II contains a more extensive and more artistic use of nature as dramatic foreshadowing than any other drama of SChiller's. The storm which
sweeps the canton in the first act is the symbol of the

de-

stru.ctive power of a tyrannical governor. In fact Schiller
\I

even personifies the storm, for Ruodi refers to it as Der
graue Talvogt",(I, 1.L,38.). Again in the second act of the
RUtli scene(II,2.) symbolism is still more effectively employed. The darkness in which the scene begins foreshadows
and typifies the tyranny of the governors, but in strong
contrast with its gloom, the lunar rainbow appears in the

sky, symbolizing the joyful deliverance of the cantons

f~am

their oppressors . And in the last act , the appearance of
the sun over the mountain peaks ushers in the breaking 'of
the happier day of unity and freedom for the cantons .
There are three inst ances in the later dramas where
the coming catastrophe is heralded by storm . In seven or'
his eight tragedies Schiller locates the final scenes at
night . In "Die Rl1uber" and "Fiesko" the darkness begins
with the descending action . Only the catastrophe of "Maria
Stuart" takes place in the morning . In this the tragic
atmosphere is so tense, the catastrophe so evident from the
beginning tha t we feel that it would have overemphasized
the emotional side to have had ·the gruesome effect of darkness in addition . The hideous structure of the scaffold
and the mournful atmosphere supplied by the black garments
of the attendants cast shadow enough to simulate night to
our imaginations .
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Methods of Foreshadowing Derived
from Greek Influence.
In the later dr~as"Wallenstein",
II

"

Maria Stuart It ,

Braut von Messina lt , and "Die Jungfrau von Orleans", written

when Schiller was much influenced by Greek thought and culture, the use of conventional Greek methods of foreshadowing is noteworthy .

A. Oracle.
For instance we find the oracle employed in "Di'e
Braut von Messina" . An Arabian who served as oracle for the
king, declared that the daughter of the King would cause
the death of her two brothers and the destruction of t~e
whOle race. II,5 'L.1307. The fulfillment of this prophecy
constitutes the substance of the drama. The prophecy of the
Christian monk who interpreted Isabella'sl dream

is misun-

derstood by all the personages of the play, but clear to
the spectator . He interpreted the dream thus, as reported
by Isabella.

"Genesen
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ward , ich einer Tochter,

- Die mir der S5hne streitende GemUther
In heisser Liebesgluth vereinen wttrde." L.t348 •
...

~--

The spectators on the the·· other habd because of their knowledge of the brothers' passion for the sister interpret the
dream quite differently.In the Wallenstein trilogy also,
SChiller uses a false ambiguous oracle. Only' ~wice dd-the
stars wh ich here serve as orac+es tell the truth. When Thekla visited Seni, the astrologer, he examined her horoscope
and read the lines of her hand. Thekla says,
II

.

.

Auch meine Hand besah er,schUttelte
-Das Haupt bedenklich,und es schienen ihm
Die Linien nicht .eben zu gefallen."
P!c. III,4. L.1589.

The second instance occurs on the last night of Wallenstein's
life. The stars which have repeatedly appeared as false oracles suddenly are made to serve as instruments of warning to
Wallenstein. But now neither the stars nor the presentiments
of the Countess Terzky nor Gordon's pleas can move the man
who weighs the possible consequences carefully before actmng
but whose will, once the decision is made, hardens to inflex1bility. Seni warns Wallenstein with emphat!c repetition.
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II

Erwarte nicht die Anlrunft dieser Schweden!
Von falschen Fre~~en droht dir nahes Unheil,
Die Zeichen stehen grausenhaft,nah' ,nah l
Umgeben dich die 'Netze des Verderbens. --L.3602.
*~*
Komm \ lies &s selbst in dem Planetenstand
Das*~ .Ungltt~~ dir von falschen Freunden droht.
**
.
L • 360~.
I
o komm ~n.<l .si eh! Glaub' deinen eijnerr. Augen.-Ein g~ul ich Zeichen steht im Haus des Lebens,
Ein naher Feind, ein Unhold lauert hinter
Den Strahlen deines Sterns- 0 lass dich warnen!1I

Wallenstein pays no attention to these warnings which foreshadow his death at the hands of Buttler and the h i red
assassins a few hours later.
II

Maria Stuart

II

was admittedly influenced by the

Greek dramas, and Vias intended as thelltragische Analysis"*
.- .. ...

of a situation set forth at the beginning. This situation
was often expounded in the Greek dramas by an oracle. In the
modern drama of the character of Maria Stuart,Schiller hdd
to find a substitute for this device. ~he dramatist found
Wha t h e desired in the sentence of death which Mortimer
communicated to Maria in

I.'.

The remainder of the drama is

merely the develo pm ent of this sentence.The audience knows
that Elisabeth's vacillation as to the expediency of putting

'* Briefe-8.J."1. Goethe- 2. Okt. 1797-"Der Odipus ist gleichsam
nur eine tragische Analysis.***~*-Alles ist schon da , und es
wird nur herausgewickelt. Die Spannung des Z~6rers ist nur
auf die Enthnl lung, nicht auf die ErfUllung.
~onas, Briefe,P,26. Jena 26. April, Freitag ~799. An Goeth~.
Ein paar tragiscse Hauptmotive haben sich mir gleich dar
geboten und mir grossen Glauben zu dlesem Stoff gegeben, der
unstreitig sehr viele dankbare Seiten hat. Besonders sch~int
er sich zu der Euripidischen ' ethode, welche in der voll
stMndigsten Darstellung des Zustandes besteht, zu qualifizieren, denn ich sehe eine M6glichkeit den ganzen Gerichts
gang zugleich mit allen politischen auf die Seite z~ bringen
und die Tragijdie mit der Verurtheilung anzufangen·
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Maria to death will delay the execution of the sentence for
a time but that the order is certain ultimately to be carried out.
II

Es ist gef~llt. Die zwei und vierzig Richter haben
Ihr Schul dig ausgesprochen Uber euch. Das Haus
Der Lords und der Gemeinen, die Stadt London
Bestehen heftig dringend auf des Urtheils
Vollstreckung; nur die K5nigin sftmmt noch
Aus arger List, dass man sie n5thige,
Nicht aus GefUhl der Menschlichkeit und Schonung •

. I,u ,/lj·57 •

Sotang Ihr lebt,
Lebt auch die Furcht der K5nigin von England,
Euch kann kein Kerker tief genug begraben,
Nur euer Tod versichert ihren Thron.

I,6,5~o.

In

II

Die Jungfrau von Orleans" the vision which the

maid has and reports to us in the fourth scene of the Prologue tells us the whole course of the drama and also sugge sts the

catastrophe.T~e

play serves then to carry out the

terms of the vision which replaces the oracle of the Greek
play.

B. Omen
While Schiller does not adopt the omen to any great
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of this passage as an unfortunate omen, an audience in
Schiler's time felt this much less strongly, unless this
feeling was corroborated by supporting evidence, as it is
in this case by the growing suspicion of the spectators
that Beatrice is the sister of both Don Manuel and Don
Caesar.
The emphasis with which the whole Wallenstein trilogy sounds the note of luck, fortune and confidence in
the stars does however very decidedly raise suspicion that
such overwhelming confidence can only bode ill to the house
of

FriU~dland.

For example note the words of the Wachtmeister in
"Lager"

°.

7. 42
, "Auf""der

Fortuna ihrem Schiff"
lst er zu segeln im Begriff.

and the remarks of the "Zweiter J~ger","Lager6,348.
"lhIn BchUlgt das KrlegsglUck nimmer urn,
Wiels wohl bei andern - pflegt zu geschehen .
Der-Tilly Uberlebte beinen Ruhm.
Doch unter des Friedl~ders Kriegspanieren,
Da bin ich gewiss zu victorlsieren,
Er bannet das GlUck, es muss Ihm stehen,
Wer unter seinem Zeichen thut fechten ft
Der steht unter besondern ~chten. •
ihnen die ~hwester und jeder der S6hne ihr dIe Braut. "
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Terzky speaks in a similar manner. Tod IV,7·L,2798.
It

,

Das GlUckt verUtsst den Herzog nicht; bekannt ist s
ja,
Nur unterm Wallenstein kann test reich siegen~1

That Schiller intended by these exaggerated statements to
create distrust we know from the warnings against over-confidence which he assigns to three personages. In one scene
ihe Duchess says,
" Streben wir nicht allzuhoch hinauf,
Dass Vlir zu tief nicht fallen m6gen."
4
Tod III,4, 15 1 •
Wallenstein himself expresses this feeling in the - words
addressed to his

wif~:

"Frohlocke

nicht!
Denn eifersUchtig sind des Schicksals M~chte
Voreilig Jauchzen greift in ihre Rechte.

..

and Gordon,
"Ich bin vergn"'-O
.,..... t , verlange h6her nicht
"
hinauf; wo grosse Hoh l , ist grosse Tiefe.
By the mere mention of the Erinnyes' the Greek dramatists created tragic atmosphere- Schiller foreshadows
the death of the murderer Don Casar in this way.
" Cajetan.

Ich erkenne der Furlen T ritt. II
"Braut von Messlna"- - - --IV 4. 2417.

63·
A grue·some description of the fearful godde sses is ' gillen.
liD runten aber im Tiefensitzen

Lichtlos ohne Gesang und Sprache,
Der Themis T6chter, die nie vergessen."
"Braut 'v on Messina~', I II, 5, 1986.
,

.

The onl~ use in Schiller's dramas of the unlucky
portents which the fate dramatists* later carried to absurdity is found in ilWallenstein's Tod",V~.

The breaking

of the chain which the emperor had given Wallenstain foreshadows Wallenstein 's death.
"Kammerdiener. D;e gold'ne lette ist entzwei
gesprungen. V,4.3529 .
The us e here possesses dignity. Schillers ' characters do
not interpret it as an omen of future bad fortune. Wallenstein himself dismisses it without a thought or at least
without an expression of any underlying significance. It
is only the audience which interprets it thus. The later
dramatists insisted upon drawing the conclusions of foreboding and magnifying the importance of the incident,
leaving nothing to the imagination.

*

Cf. Werner; Der 24ste Februar.
MUllner : Der 29ste Februar.
Die Schuld.
Houwald; Der Leu ehtturm.
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A grue,some description of the fearful goddesse!J is gi ilene

"D runten aber im Tiefensitzen
Lichtlos ohne Gesang und Sprache,
Der Themis TlSchter, die nie vergessen."
"Braut von Messina:', III, 5, 1986.
,

The

onl~

,

use in Schiller's dramas of the unlucky

portents which the fate dramatists* later carried to absurdity is found in "Wallenstein 's Tod",VI;.

The breaking

of the chain which the emperor had given Wallenstein foreshadows Wallenstein 's death.
...

"Kammerdiener. Die gold'ne iette ist entzwei
gesprungen." V,4.35.29 .

The Use here possesses dignity. Schillers ' characters do
not interpret it as an omen of future bad fortune. Wallenstein himself dismisses it without a thought or at least
without an expression of any underlying significance. It
is only the audience which interprets it thus. The later
dramatists insisted upon drawing the conclusions of foreboding and magnifying the importance of the incident,
leaving nothing to the imagination.

*

Cf. Werner; Der 24ste Februar .
MUllner : Der 29ste Februar.
Die Schuld.
Houwald; Der Leuchtturm.
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C.Fate.
The belief of the Greeks that certain families were
predoomed to calamity and destruction was used to create
tragic atmosphere in "Wallenstein" and "Die Braut von
Messina ." Thekla ' s fatalistic tendencie; prevent the obverse side of Wallenstein's blind and unreasoning confidence in his own fortunes. Thekla's

soliloq~y

gives ex-

pression to this dark belief.
"Es geht ein finst'rer ~eist durch unser Raus,
Und schleunig will das Schicksal mit uns' enden.
******
Plc.III,9,L.1899.
O!wenn ein Haus 1m teuer solI vergehn"
Dann treibt der Himmel sein Gewolk zusammen,
Es schiesst der Blitzt herab aus heltern . H6hn,
Aus unterirc. 'schen SchlUnden fahren F'lammen,
BlindwUthend schleudert selbst der Gott der Freude
Den Pechkranz ln das brennende Gebl1ude."
Pic. III,9,L,1907.
Her parting words to Kax repeat this conviction.
"Auf unserem Haupte liegt der Fluch des Himmels,
Es ist dem Untergang ge eiht. Auch mich
Wird meines Vaters ', Schuld mit ins Verderben,
Hinab~ehn . • Traure nicht um mich! Meln Schlcksal
Wird bald entschleden seln."
Thekla's belief as we have said, ls not founded upon any
faml1y tradltion nor upon any revelation by oracle or dream:

~

it is the result of her inherited tendencies. Both father
and mother suffer temperamentally from a very decided element of superstitious fata11sm, which in the mother takes
the form of a morbid pessimism, and in the father becomes
almost a religous worship of the stars. We give credence
to her morbid forebodings however; first because they are
supported in fact by our knowledge ofthe~ 1ntrigues which
are being carried on against Wallenstein; and second because other ' characters assert the same io.ea. For instance,
~ttler in conversat ion with Gordon, justifies his propos-

ed assassination of Wallenstein,by the wordS,
"Sein bO ses Schicksal." Tod' IV, 6, 2701 ,
and later,
" Dar Ort nicht" sein Verhl1ngn i as tB d tet ihn.

II

TodIV,6,2722,

and again Buttler says,
"Doch nicht mein Hass macht mich zu seinem Mare.er,
Sein Wses Schicksal istIS."~y,8,2873.
In the later drama"Die Braut von Messina",howevar,
the house with whose f ortunes the drama deals is shadowed
from its founding by a dark de stiny. The fate which hangs
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Over this proud Norman family is a symbol for the curse
of an inherited tendency towards secrecy, passion and
lent

vi~

crime. The oracles and the curse are SChiller's

concrete and objective expression of the idea of inheritance. But the fact that this <eurse and the oracles are
objectively expressed serves to foreshadow the

~ragic

catastrophe. The tendency of the family is disclosed in
Isabellas first speech, previously mentioned . I,1,L,22 ,
The words of Berengar, one of the two leaders of the chorus, show us the reason for the curse.
II

"

Grsueltaten ohne Namen,
Schwarze Verbrechen verbirgt dies Haus. " I, 7 ,96 6 •

Isabella's speech repeats the the idea that the house is
doomed to destruction.
"Wann endlich wird der alte Fluch slch IBsen,
Der Uber diesem Hause lastend ruht?" II,6,169 4 •
Beatrice too says that a connection wlth this house is
disastrous.
"Und jetzt reisst
mein Schreckenschickaal,
Mlch die Arme, Ret tungslos e ,
In den Strudel diesea Hauses"
Dieses UnglUcks mich hinein. I 11,3,li25.
Another instance of this idea Is found in

Isabella's
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comment upon the secrecy o'f Don Manuel.
"Den eignen freien Weg,ich seh' es wohl,
Will das Verhangniro gehn mit meinen Kindern. "

II 5 15~o-

**********

•
So unterwerf I ich mich- wie kann lch " s ' ~ndernDer unregiersam starkern G8tterhand,
Die meines Hauses Schicksal dunkel spinnt." L,1556

D. Chorus.*
It is chiefly thrQugh the Chorus that the classical
dramatists created tragic atmosphere. The function of the
chorus was to give expression to the opinions and emotions
of the spectators . When they 'hear of the fear that possesses
the chorus their

own

anxiety ' is aroused as to the ' safety of

the personages . Cajetan says,
"Mit Furcht,O Herr, erfUllt mich dein Bericht,"

1,7,7 17.

and,
II

ie das,O Herr? Mit Furcht erfUllst ' du mic.h."

I,7,77 4 .

At the end of the first act we are impressed with the conviction that disaster impends;
"Cajetan. Sorge gibt mir dieser neue Frieden,
Und nicht fr8hlich mag ich ihm vertrauen.

*****

* Cf. Moulton's Ancient Classical

I,7.943.

Dram~ ,P,B 8 . " But more
than all this the Chorus reflects the audience !n the way
they are made to meet the success~ve incidents of the drama
with just the changes of feeling which the play is supposed
to produce in the spectators themselves. Nowhere is this
function fulfilled with more force and subtlety than in the
Agamemnon. The whole play is the dramatization of a doubt,
and the chorus sway between triumph and miS~iving until the
doubt is forever solved in the catastrophe.

6.8

Ca jetan. Noch hab ' ich das Ende nicht gesehn, )
Und mich schrecken ahnungsvolle Traume.
*****
I, 7.950.
B6se FrUchte tragt die b6se Saat. I,7.95 8 •
****~~**
Ja, es hat nicht gut begonnen,
Glaubt mir, und es endet nicht gut,
Denn rgebUsst wird unter der Sonne
Jede hat der verblendeten Wuth." I,7,9 68 .
~(o****

AbeI'
Denn
Zeit
Wenn

ich will es schweigend verhmllen,
die Rachgotter schaffen im Stillen;
ist's die Unfalle zu beweinen,
sie nahen und wirklich erscheinen."
I, 7. 9'{6.

Summary of t1reek Foreshadowing.
There are six instances"all in the later dramaq,.,
whe r e an oracle, or its equivalent, is used to foreshadow
the t r agic outcome. This device is most effect1ve, when,as
"
.
in Wallenstein" and "Die Braut von ,U1essina", the oracle is
ambiguous and misleads the characters upon the stage, while
the audience, on the other hand, is perfectly clear as to
the correct interpretation. Nine instances of foreshadow1ng
by Greek om'e n occur in "Wallenstein" and "Die Braut von

MeSSina." Foreshadowing by the decree of fate is represented
but tWice, 1n"Wallenstein" and "Die Braut von Messina." The
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medium through which the tragic outcome is communicated to
the audience is the belief of the members of these houses
that they are under the sway of a malevolent destiny. The
Chorus in "Die Braut von Messina" is used to foreshadow
the catastrophe. In seven instances their fears anticipate
the tragic outcome. Other characters are sometimes similarly used; for instance the forebodings which are entertained
by Hedwig, Leonore and the Countess Terzky may be ' c~ted as
examples of

~his

use.

7,...o
Summary of Lyrical Foreshadowing.
In reviewing SChiller 's use of lyrical foreshadowing we may sum up by saying that the examples noted may be
grouped under four heads; the lyrical soliloquy, the use
of apprehensions,forebodings and premonitions , the use of
natural phenomena and scenic location , and the use of
classical Greek methods of foreshadowing. Of these the use
of forebodings, apprehensions and premontttOn£

is the most

noteworthy, since it is employed throughout all the plays ,
. while the Greek methods of foreshadowing appear only in
the later productions, the lyrical soliloquies are few in
number, occurring only in"Die Rauber" and "Wallenstein";
and SChiller does not utilize to the fullest extent the
effect of natural phenomena and scenic location until the
later dramas .
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III. Methods of Emphasizing

Foreshadowing.

In his gradual mastery of dramatic technique,
Schiller has learned to use various devices which emphasize
and strengthen the effect of the foreshadowing of the catastrophe. Among these devices is symbolism.

A. Symbolism.
We cannot point out any use of symbolism in the
earlier dramas, "Die R1:1uber' ,"Fiesko","Kabale und Liebe",
or even in "Don Carlos~' There are only touches of it in
IIWa 1 lenstein ".One is found in the breaking of the chain of

favor which had served Wallenstein for so many years. It is
a very objective and concrete use of symbolism as foreshadowing. In "Die Jungfrau von Orleans", a romantia tragedy,we
should expect to find traces of symbolism. In the Prologue
Bertrand enters with a helmet which an old beggar woman in
the market place has pushed into his hands. This helmet is
to Johanna a sign from the Virg~n, to us a dramatic symbol
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of" Johanna's warlike career

and the general trend of the

drama.
We

have already spoken of schiller's symbolical

treatment of heredity , in "Die Braut von Messina". Vre find
an even more extended use of symbolism in "Wilhelm Tell.",
This is due to the typical character of the whole drama.
The first act is symbolic of the whole later play ., Each imdi vidual figure "stands for a larger group' or c·lass of people
each instance represents a series of cases. Te'l l's rescue
of Baumgarten typifies the later deliverance of the whole
nation. The Castle of Zwing Uri is th~ visible and concrete
I

.symbol of tyranny and its

nission is designated in Bertha s

words,
"0 unglUcksel'ges Schloss, mit Fltlchen
"
Erbaut, and £'ltlche werden dich bewohnen. I, 3,45 0

•

SChiller's sympathetic and symbolical use of nature in "Wilhelm Tell" has already been mentioned,
Besides symbolism as a means of strengthening foreshadowing, we find two others which add greatly to the effect1veness of the device, namely repetition and irony.

B. Repetition .
Aside from two references to the important election
o f procurator,

IFiesko
I"

contains no outstanding examples

of foreshadowing emphasized by repet1 tion · .. In "Don Carlci!
also, Schiller uses this forceful device very rarely. The
17allenstein " trilogy however marks an advance in this di-

rection.Repetition is employed in this threefold play to

-

anticipate in a notably cumulative manner. It is so de -signed as to link . 'all ' t1w parts into a unified whole.
An event which is to occur in the last drama"Wallenstein's

Tod il is first mentioned briefly in the Prologue and then
II
Ii
expanded in the Piccolomini. The spectacular audience

and banquet scenes are both treated in this manner. The
arrival of the Princess Thekla and her mother,; the Duchess
II

of Friedland,, ,finds mention first in the "Lager ,2.57, then
'"'"
ll
in IIpiccolomini ,I,1.35;2.26 9, before their appearance in
II,2. Thekla's belief that the house of Friedland is doomed to destruction is also decidedly emphasized by repeti-
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tion of the word"Schicksa1 ." Seven times is reference made
to thi s i dea between 1ines182 0 and 1840 and in almost every
scene where Thekla appears she gives utterance to this
deepxooted conviction.
Mention is repeatedly made of the spectacular scene
of the coronation at Rheims in "Die

J~gfrau

von Orleans,"

a scene which is important as the beginning of the descending action in character portrayal as well as the objective
climax of the drama . Thibaut mentions it twice in the Pro logue; 2,140 and3,453 . Johanna alludes to it in her soliloquy, Pro1ogue,4,50 8 and again in I, 10, 1461, and II,4,201',
also in III,4,2924 . Talbot refers to it in III,6,3 044 , Karl
i n III , 7 ,3 15 4 ithe apparition of the

II

Schwarzer R
itter
"

comes from the world of spirits in III,9,3228-3234, to warn
her against entrance into Rheimsjin the 11th scene ' 3278
Dunois describes the throngs who have gathered to witness
the coronation of the King, and the 4th and5th scenes

of

IV pr esent it more vividly to our anticipation by the fest al
decorations •.
The most skillfully employed repetition is to be
...

.. i..' •

..
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found in "Wilhelm Tell." The subject of repetition as a
means of creating suspense has been treated by Martin SchUtze,
it

who however mentions only one instance of this in schiller's

works, namely the repetition of the words "ein" and "einig"
in the sense of "unified" throughout. the drama to foreshadow the attainment of this national unity by the three
cantons in the denouement ."Herzeinig." I,4.
"Es geht aus einem "Becher "und aus einem Herzen."
II,1.1766.
Stauffacher's words in the RUtli scene,
"So sind wir eines Stammes doch und Blute,
Und eine Heimath ist' S*****-lH~* "
II,2,1"160.
The corroboration of this statement by Auf der Mauer ,
"Ja, wir sind eines Herzens, eines Bluts,"
Il,2,1204.
A chorus of voices adds,
"Wir sind ein Volk und einig Vlollen wir handeln."
II,2,1204.
Later P5sselmann" says,
"Wir wo l len sein ein einzig Volk von Brndern."
II,1448.
The climax of this reptition is reached in Attlnghausen's
dying admonition to the leaders of the Swiss people.
"Seid elnlg-elnig- elnig-." IV,2,243 1 •
*Mod. Phil. 1907-1908. Martin SchUtze;"Repetition of a word
as a means of suspense in the German drama under the influence of Romanticism."
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The frequent reference to the flaming fi:resignals in "Wilhelm Tell ll , as the symbol of the final freedom of the land
gives us a future objective point of interest to anticipate.
Melchtal first associates the two ideas at the end of Act I;
Walther FUrst speaks of them again in the Rfttli scene,II,2,
1420; mudenz, in IV,2,2557 and they "appear

,

.J

in the first

scene of the fifth act.
A third event in "Wilhelm Tell" is foreshadowed and
emphasized by repetition; namely, the murder of Gessler.
Tell's case against the governor scarcely needs his own
long soliloquy nor the episodic introduction of Parricida's
deed as contrast to convince us of its justice. Schiller has
here purposely associated

the name of his hero with the

idea of "Rettung" since the first scene.By th1s IJileaas he
has hypnotized away our natural aversion to such a highhanded and individual method of administering justice.
Baumgarten says to Tell,
"Mein Retter seid Ihr****"

I,1,155.

Tellis own words are,
::
"Rette den Bedrl1ngeen****11 I,1, 140.

'l7 •
Tne herd~men and hunters repeat imploringly;
t*-l'~*-l~ir" I "
1 144·
,
"Rett l ihn! Rettlihn! Rett l ihn. .

To this Tell answers,
" Wohl aus des Vogts Gewalt errett t ich euch*~HI-"
I,l J 15!5·
Ruodils question at the end of this scene is very 8uggestive. ,
'\Wann wird der Retter kommen diesem Lande?" I, 1. 182.
When Hedwig speaks of Tell's .rescue of Baumgarten, Tell
says,
" Drum rettet l ich den Vater s.einen Kindern***" 2
III, " 15 9,
Even Gessler is used to deSignate Tell ~s the deliverer of
his country, for he says,
" Dich schreckt kein sturm, wenn es zu retten gilt,
Jetzt, Retter, hilf dir selbst-du rettest aIle!
•
III,3. 199 0
This expression connotes Biblical ideas and gives us an
impression of the sacredness of Tell'S cause.Again later
the fisher refers to Tell thus.
"Der Arm,der r!;3tten sollte"ist gefess elt !" IV, ~,2~26
and ~edwig says reproachfully to FUrst and Stauffacher,
"Euch aIle rettete der Tell- ihr aIle
"
Zusammen k6nnt nicht seine Fesseln 16sen. IV,2,23 69
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The list of repetitions is closed by the soli19quy of Tell
which is simply the establishment of his position as "Retter
der Unschuld und des Landes- 11
By this means Schiller leads us to expect that the
man who has been so frequently and significantly mentioned
as the rescuer in individual cases will be instrumental in
the deliverance of the nation. The dramatist has not only
skillfully deSignated Tell as the doer of the deed, but
+

has at the same time by the constant association of ideas
aroused sympathy for his hero:
It is to be noted that this device of repetition
is not to be found to any extent in the dramas prece

ing

II
_Wallenstein",
but there is a constant'ly increasing use of

it in the succeeding dramas, culminating in this distinctly skillful

employment of it in "Wilhelm

Tell~

0, Irony
Foreshadowing is greatly reinforced by irony- When
the spectators, from their more complete or more accurate
information about the oircumstances, give to any. statement

7')

of the personages a different int,erpretation from that
which was in the minds of the characters themselves, there
is present the dramatic figure known as tra~c irony:' In
the earlier dramas Schiller does not succeed as well in
his treatment of this figure, for he does not so arrange
matters that the spectators are at the time perfectly
cognizant of the real situation.
For instance in the early drama"Die Rl1uber:' Franz
says to his father in speaking of Karl,

(

" Vielleicht, Vater,erlebet lhr noch die F reude, ihn
an der Fr ont_eines ~eeres zu erblicken, das in der
heiligen Stille der"Wl1lder residiert, und dem mnden
Wanderer seine Reise um die Hllfte der BUrde erleichtert- vielleicht k~nnt ihr noch, ea' ihr zu' Grabe geh~
eine Wallfahrt nach seinem Monumente II thun,das er sich
zwischen Himmel und Erden errichtet. I,l,

Franz does pot of course have the slightest idea that

I

this state of things will actually come. to pass, and the
spectators know that he has not, but they get a fleeting
Picture of the real outcome by means of his words, for
Karl does head a robber band and final.l y dies on the gallows. Because the spectators do not realize at the time of
this utterance the irony of the situation, some of the

,' . .
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effect is lost . It is only later when the prophecy begins·

to be

~lfilled

-that they remember that Franz 'foreshadowed

the course of events.
Another instance of ironic foreshadowing in "Die
Rl1uberl1 is Amalie's prophecY. in I,3, in regard to her
father.
"A1if "~ seinem Todbett wird er umsonst die welken Hl1nde
ausstrecken nach seinem Karl, und schaudernd zurUclcfahren~ wenn er die eiskalte Hand seines Franzens
fasst •. '

This prophecy is also fulfilled and we hear of it in the
old Moor's account of his treatment by Franz(IV,5,). He
tells us that when already placed in his coffin, he looked
up to see Franz bending over him and when he stretched out
his hands imploringly for aid, was refused. Here again the
aUdience only later recognizes the full significance of the
remark.
In "Fiesko" we have an instance ~n II, 14. During the
~roscription Gianettino suggests the name of Fiesko von

Lavagna, and Lomellin punning on the meaning of the Italian
word, says,
"Geben Sie Acht! Geben Sie Acht! Sie werden Uber

8,
diesem schwarzen Stein noch den Hals brechen."
There is need of this warning uttered half in jest, for in
the outcome Gianettino is killed in the street ' fi ghting as
the result of the reward offered for his head by Fiesko.
In this instance ther'e is an improvement in the foreshadowing. The spectators realize instantly that Lomellin is
speaking more truly than he is aware, for they have hea rd
of the plots of Fiesko and his followers and they put much
fai th in Fiesko t s ability to' carry out his plans. The fig,ure t herefore has more force than the examples quoted from
IIDie

R~uber~'

When Luise in "Kabale und Liebe"V,2, sees Ferdinand
entering their
urn

ho~e

°h ,Vater,mich
s~c

she says.

"

Er.t Er selbst-seh I er nur

zu ermorden . ist er d a. "Shd
e oes no t

in the least realize how true the words are which she utters
but the audience know, for they have heard Ferdinand's
statements of what he intends to do. An instance of the
s ame character is the promise of the Marquis Posa in "Don
Carl os" to be true to his friend.

"! uf:

e

'I
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Und in des Worts verwegenster Bedeutung." 1,9,993
a promise which is fulfilled in a manner which the one who
made it never could have believed possible at the time.
morgen
"Gleich
Verlang' ich Audienz

bei melnem Vater.
Ich fordre dieses Amt fUr mich. Es ist
Die erste Bitte, die ich an ihn wage,
Er kann sie mir nlcht weigern. 1I 1,7,907 .
Carlos hopes to soften his father's heart but the

spectators who have just heard Phillip'S cold and steely
utterances about his son, interpret these remarks differently.
There is much ironic foreshadowing in

"W

al1enstein

..

owing to his great confidence in the stars and in himself.
In answer to 1110's remark,
"
Wenn du
p
der iccolimini gewisS bist " ,

he says,
"Wie meiner selbst. Die lassen nie von mir,"rr,6,883,
the audience"has information to the contrary , for they have
heard this same Octavio and

knOW

how much he is to be trust-

ed.
When Wallenstein puts octavio in command of the
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Spanish regiments during their transfer to Frauenburg,when
he tells Octavio to appear to be making preparations but
never to go, when he entrusts to Octavio his own horses, and
closes with the words,
"

Wir werden uns,ja,denk ich~alle froh
Und gl"tlcklich wiedersehen ,"
I

the previous foreshadowing is greatly strengthened by the
irony of the situation . When Wallenstein entrusts his wife
child and sister to Gordon~~s hands, he says,
"Denn hier ist meines Bleibens nichtl nur Briefe,
Erwart' ich, mit dem FrUhesten die Pefftung
Sammt allen Regimentern zu verlassen.
Tod. IV 3,2640.
To the audience this becomes a strong foreshadowing of his
death. Much irony enters into the foreshadowing of the
deaths of Illo and Terzky . Illo's remark, IIKommt,Terzky.Es
wird Zeit zum AbendessentIV ,7,281S) "brings with it the reminder that that was the time designated by Buttler for
their death, and when Ter~kY asks Buttler,
"Ihr Kommt doch auch aufs SchlosS?"
Buttler..ls

answer"zu ' rechter Zeit" means much more to the

aUdience than to !erzky. IV,7,2 0 Jl.

In Tod IV,ll, Neubrunn says addressing Thekla,
"Ihr Herz ist jetzt voll Unruh! Theures Fr~ulein,
Das ist der Weg nicht der zur Ruhe fUhrt." 3132.
Thekla's answer carries a double significance,

,
' Wie
Zur t ,
iefen Ruh.

er sie auch gefunden, "

In Act IV,14, Thekla again uses ironic foreshadowing of her
death. The irony is apparent to the spe~tators and to Thekla
herself but not to Neubrunn.
" Lassen Sie mich jetzt
Bald schlafen gehen und die Neubrunn um mich sein e
Ich brauche Ruh. ' II
IV, 14 , 3 193 • .
This is not as effective ' an appeal to our sympathy as the
following "example. Wallenstein, entering the room from
which he was not to emerge living, says,
"Ich denke einen langen Schlaf zu thun,
Denn dieser letzten Tage Qual war gross;
"
Sorgt, dass sie nicht zu zeitig mich erwec~7n.

V,5,3

:.:>.

The irony here is perfectly unconscious on his part--and the
spectators are the only ones who realize the situation.
"Maria stuart" offers an example of ironic foreshadOwing in III,1. Allowed the freedom of the park for a brief
I

space in order that she may meet Elisabeth, Maria a hopes
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rise. She joyfully exclaims,
"Allml1hli~ '

will man mein Gefl1ngniss wei ten,
Durch Kleineres zum Grossern mich gewohnen
Bis ich das Antlitz dessen endlich sHhaue,
Der mir die Bande lost auf immerdar. 111,1.2125.

But the audience understand the situation and Schiller lets
Kennedy express their f ,ears in Greek chorus fashon.
"Auch denen,l}6rt' ich sagen,wird die Kette
Gelost, ' auf die die ew; ge Freihei t wartet.

II

Two instances occur in "Die Jungfrau von Orleans ll • In Act
IV,Sc.9, Johanna learns from her sisters that their father
has

be~om~

melancholy, and

fu~l

of forebodings, but Luison

says,
itEr wird sich fassen, sich zufrieden geben,
Wenn wir ihm sagen, dass du glUcklich bist. "
,
IV, 19.3~17.
The spectators are remindeq of Thibau~s moody threats~and
are even more sure than before that trouble will come to
JOhanna through her father's

denunci~tion

of her, and look

for such action on his part in the near future .

An instance of a pbophecy misinterpreted by the
characters but correctly understood by the spectators is
the report of Karl,. the Dauphin, in "Die JUngfrau von Orlean!!
of the prophecy of a nun at Clermont who foretold that a
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woman should bring him victory over his enemies. He interpre·ts it with reference to Agnes 80rel- the spectators
reoognize in .
"Die Heldin,die nach Rheims mich fUhrt," I,4.S2,S.
Johanna with her heaven appointed mission.
The ambiguous oracles in "Die Braut von Messina",
offer one meaning to the audience and another to the characters who are reporting the statements of the oracles.
Don Cesar promises to lead home his bride in such a manner
as will honor him and be appropriate for her. He repeats
this promise in III,3.1856 and III,4, 1925. The manner in
wh~ch

he does send Beatrice is far different from that

~ich

his hopes had painted for him, namely, borne uncon-

eclQus upon a Ii tter" overpowered by the sight of her lover
murdered before her eyes.

,

In Wilhelm Tell's answer to his wife s query about
the governor's presence in Altorf,
flEr geht, noch heute," III,1,15 40 , the spectators are
reminded again that an encounter will probably occur there
between these two and begin to hazard interest1ng specula-

j

:..
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tions as to the manner of his going. This is a finger-post
J..

along the pathway of the final outcome. There is present

an element of irony in Tell's unconsc1ousness as to the
sign1ficance of that departure of the governor for Tell's
own fate.

SUmmary.
There are 21 instances 1n which ironic foreshadowing is used. Of these only six are found in the dramas
b efore

II

Wallenstein,
two in
"

"

Die R~uber",one in "Fiesko",

one in"Kabale und Liebe", and two in "Dnn Carlos~' The
earlier examples are less clear and less significant than
those found in the later dramas, particularly in

"Wallen-

stein~'

Oath.
One device which Schiller uses to emphasize foreshadowing is that of solemn oath. Th1s occurs 1n "Die
Rl1uber." Karl and his companions swear eternal loyalty
to each other and Moor's prom1se 1s made particularly em-

* Wm.

Archer. Play Making. A Manual of Craftsmanship. Chap'
I. II Gives us a definite point to look forward to, wh1l~
leaving the actual course of events entlFely undef1ned.

P.lb4

P.20':{: Let the dramatist then never fail to place the
"
requisite finger-posts on the road he would have us follow

phatic.
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"Nun, und bei . di.enser · m~lich'en Re'chte, schw~r' ich
euch hier,treu und standhaft euer Hauptmann zu
bleiben bis in den Tod! Den ' soll dieser Arm gleich
zur. Leiche machen, der jemals zagt oder zweifelt
oder zurncktritt! Eln Gleiches widerfahre mir von
jedem unter euch, wenn ich meinen Schwur verletze!
****Jeden ereilet endlich sein Tag,es Bel auf dem
weichen Kissen von Flaum, oder im rauhen GewUhl des
Gefechts, oder auf offenew 'Galgen und Rad- Eins
davon ist Unser Schicksal!" I,2.
Schiller does not allow us to forget this oath for
in III,2,Karl repeats it .
"Hier heb' ich meinen Dolch auf . So wahr meine Seele
lebt! Ich will euch niemals verlassen."
Schweizer like the g;reek chorus expresses the sentiments
of the audience, when he answers warningly,
"Schwore nicht! Du weisst nicht,ob du nicht noch
glUcklich werden und ber.euen wirst . "
And ~oor's final oath is the most emphatic expression.
"Bei den Gebeinen meines Rollers ! Ich will euch
niemals verlassen."
This is a foreshadowing of the last sceBe of the drama,
wherein Moor, forgetting his oath, is about to return to
Amalie, when the robbers threateningly remind him of it;
and he is obliged by his promise to put Amalie to death
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and surrender himself to justice.
We have already mentioned the solemn oath of the
conspi:eators in " Fies ko", where each, in different word~,
but always with most serious emphasis, repeats his promise
to free the Republic. Ferdinand also m~kes such a promise
to Luise, which is fulfilled in the death of the two lovers.
"Der Augenblick,der diese zwei Hl1nde trennt, zerrei sst auch den Faden zwischen mir und der Schopfung. II I I , 5 .
Don Carlos contains the, Marquis pO'sa' s promise to
be lo yal to his friend,
.

tlBis auf des Worts

II

verwegenster Bedeutung,

and "Wilhelm Tell" offers us the solemn vows of the Rt1tli
league to free the Swiss people from their oppressors, expressed by R5sselmann thus;
"Bei diesem Licht, das uns zuerst begrt1sst,
Von allen Volkern~I-*-lHHI- II, 2, 1444.
Wir wollen sein ein einzig Volk von BrUdern
In keiner Noth una trennen und Gefahr." II,2, 14'+°.

Summary
In five of Schiller's dramas, then, "Die Rl1uber" ,

"Fi es k"
1und
K
" and "WilhelmrTell",emphasis. 90
0, 1
abale
Liebe,
is laid upon foreshadowing b y the solemnity and determination with which vows are made. This is one of the devices
used to gain credence for the foreshadowing. The audience
must have faith in the statements or suggestions for the
future, else the foreshadowing is ineffective.

E. IIWindow in the First Act.

il

It should be noted that at the beginning of every
drama, usually in the first scene, Schiller has introduced
a note of foreshadowing of the end. "I- In "Die

R~uber" it is

Franz who portrays as gntesome a picture of his brother's
fate as it is possible for him to conceive; the robber band
in the forest,the cr1mes against wayfarerS, the ghastly
Fiesko " ,
skeleton of the gallowS against the horizon. In "
Leonore exclaims, "Nicht Genoa allein verlor seinen Helden , auch 1ch
meinen §:emahl;"
a statement which gives us the content of the play in the
briefest possible form. Luise and MUller with their fears

~ Cf. Wm. Archer, Play aking, A Manual of Craftsmanship.

The principle to recapitulate is simply this-The good
first act never ends in a blanlc wall. There should always
be a w ndow tn it with at least a glimpse of something attra~
'ti ve bp-yond.
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~

and premonitions outline the whole course of the play
"Kabale und Liebe" . Don Carlos' vision of his father's
jealousy tells us what is going to happen , in this dramatic
poem . The itachtmeister in the "Lager" reveals the intrigues
of the Vienna Court against W,a llenstein, as does Illo in
II

Die Piccolomini Ii. Maria Stuart in her conversation with

Paulet tells us by her presentiments of death what is going
to happen in that drama. In"Die Jungfrau von Orleans" it
is Johanna's vision~ and Thibaut's dreams that perform this
.

service . In "Die Braut von MeSSina", the oracular interpretation of Isabella's dreams, and in "Wilhelm Tell", the
symbolic minature drama of the first scene reveal the whole
course of the drama.
IV. Conclusion.
There are certain marked tendencies in Schiller's
dramatic foreshadowing. Beginning with the simplest forms
of foreshadowing he advances to the more complex

varieties,

requiring technical skill and the psychological and philosophical comprehension of human nature which only years
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of experience can give.
In"Die Rl1uber" the foreshadowing is sometimes in-

appropriate, as for example, the classic songs which often
seem to be unnaturally forced into the play; or crude and
melodramatic, because exaggerated in sentiment and diction,
thus leaving little to the imagination of the spectator.
The villain plots and schemes in long soliloquies which are
of too frequent occurrence, and the intrigue is often forced
and unnatural.
In "Fiesko" the int'rigue method of foreshadowing is
carried to excess so that the amount of

detail of plans

laid before us is monotonous. There is foreshadowing to
awaken emotion but it is poorly motivated in comparison
with later plays.
In these earlier plays, as far as the Wallenstein
period, we are dimly conscious of a certain fragmentary or
partial view of the dramas, as though Schiller had not
carefully worked out the correlation of the whole drama
before beginning.
While the soliloquy in "Fiesko " is less frequent
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than in "Die R uber", it is not planned so as to advance
the action of the drama, nor contribute materially to t e
character of the hero.For instance,

'iesko gives us a long

soliloquy in II,19, to prove that he intends to free the
city and then become merely its happiest citizen, while in

III,2, another soliloquy contradicts this and presents
Fiesko as determined upon the crown as a reward for his
services to the state. There is a vacillation here in
SChiller's conception of the char~cter as though he himself
did not know just how he intended to end the drama. One
soliloquy which might have hel.ed to make the action unifled
and coherent, namely, that wh1ch should 1nform the audience
of Fiesko's reasonp for playing the trlfler~1s om1tte~.
The plott1ng in "Kabale und Liebe" 1s much mor
naturally and s1mply brought out, sol1loqu1es are brief and
1ndispensable for the cowprehens1on of the c t stro he b t
there 1s not

s yet ev1dence that the

variety in foresha

0

r1ter uses much

lng.

continuity 1n t e drama; ther

18

th

8

of

1 c

Foreshadowing 1n"Don Carlos" sho s us
ftl

of

h
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view point during the play from a family drama to a drama
of political freedom . No foreshadowing is given us to direct
our thoughts to the latter aspect of the outcome. The soliloquy of Don Carlos referring to the future jealousy of
his father when he shall discover the love of his son and
wife bears only upon the outcome of the domestic tragedy
and not upon the political phase of the drama . An advance
which has been made in this drama is that soliloquies have
become vehicles for conveying a dramatic conflict in the
mind and have lost their crude and primitive form .
In the long interval between "Don Carlos" and the
Wallenstein Trilogy SChiller's dramatic powers ripened to
maturity . This is shown by the improvement in foreshadowing
as well as in characterization. Repetition is employed to
deepen expectation, to awaken interest. So skillfully is it
v '~ied

that the audience is not even conscious of having

heard the same statements before. They think forward to the
event which is coming,rather than back to the previous
occasion vmen they first heard mention of this scene.
The scheme of foreshadowing in the Trilogy is triple
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in form. By repetition and emphasis in the Prologue and in
the Piccolomini, we are prepared for Wallenstein's downfall.
Here is no haphazard development of character and action
but a deliberate and careful attempt to foreshadow from the
beginning the downfall of a great general. There are no
inconsistencies in the character, no doub~in the author 1 s
mind as to what he will do with his hero at the and of the
play. Schiller also calls to his aid the finesse of irony.
It is a powerful weapon in his

hand~

for the securing of

tragic contrast.
But it is to his later works that we must turn for
the best effects in foreshadowing. More and more clearly in
each succeeding drama is the end evident from the beginning.
The crudeness and the melodramatic elements almost disappear
from the emotional foreshadowing. The motivation is

caref~

and dreams, oracular. utterances and apparitions are used in
greatly increased proport1on to the plotting foreshadowing
of the earlier .plays . It is this lyrical foreshadowing
which gives the coloring, the atmosphere, and the meaning
to the playas a whole.
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With the maturing of his studies in Greek art and literature and in philosophy we see a tendency toward symbolism
which creeps into the minds of those who have reflected up·
on life. It is a characteristic of the works of great genius produced in the period of meditation . For examples of
thi s tendency we need only call attention to the comparison
between the second and the first part of ll Faust,lI or to the
dramas which Ibsen produced in his later years . The power
of generalization and conclusion is responsible for this .
The early dramas foreshadow objectively and the later ones
.I..

Bub j ec ti vely •
At the end of "Wilhelm Tell" Schiller had many more
varieties of foreshadowing at his disposal than at the end
of his first play "Die R1iuber . " For instance,he did not use
foreshadovline by apparition until "Die Jnngfrau von Orleans"
in l80e. Not much can be said for the skill with which "der
. - .
schwarze Ritter" is introduced. He is too objectively portrayed and too obviously a part of the stage machinery , he
lacks utterly the subjectivity of the ghoat in Hamlet,

hich

fits in so naturally as an outgrowth of Hamlet a disordered

doubts, or Macbeth's 'Banquo, who is merely a figment of
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imagination, but"der 'schwarze Ritter" was a firstling in
this line, an experiment

merely~and

a few more years of

productivity would have undoubtedly perfected SChiller's
dramatic technique.
It is by the use of such reinforcing devices as oath,
repetition and irony, that SChiller's greatest advance in
foreshadowing is made in the later dramas. Especially in
the use of ironic foreshadowing is his technique greatly
improved. The mastery of it which he shows in"Wallenstein"
is noteworthy as one of the best means in

li~erature

of

foreshadowing the tragic outcome and at the same time
arousing sympathy for a character by no means entirely
admirable To state in brief the results of the
we may

s~y

that

S~hiller

examination,

uses foreshadowing of the catas-

trophe even more frequently in the later dramas than in
the earlier ones, also that a constant trend is not d in
the foreshadowing toward such varieties as will aid in
creating that tense atmosphere which is characteristic
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of all great tragedies .
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